Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
Part 15

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19443187
United States
07/09/2012 07:21 PM

I am going to request you ones read cobra at cobra, decide what you wish about but leave it off
here. [link to 2012portal.blogspot.ca] He is part of the deception to"new age" that is causing a loss
of support as to new agers going down the conveyor belt right into the mouth of the beast. I don't
want it here. I will erase any more I discover after today.
Soul Wave
User ID: 19445200
United Kingdom
07/09/2012 08:09 PM

Quoting: TheOracle

Wow, NIP.
I know I sound like a crazy woman on steroids but I had to tell you that I was pondering on some
of the things I read on your site. Not much, I didn't retain much of what I read because of my
mood...not your writing.
As I was pondering I channeled a quick message for myself and then saw a beautiful image. I saw
myself in something that I could only visualize as a pod. I was in a state of sleep yet was
conscious. My little one was with me and she was wrapped in my arms and was sleeping as well.
The part that was striking was the amazing sense of peace I felt in the situation. There was a beat
inside of the container I was in...it sounded like a pulse - a heartbeat, slow about 40 BPMs. It felt
like being in a womb and was so peaceful and safe. I felt my little one having the same feelings
and sensations as me in this state. Is this an image of being in stasis?
I'll stop nagging you now. Thanks for this thread.
Quoting: TheOracle

Ok I will work backwards, and answer this post first. Today I finished my first of the month stuff
that took some time and am finally 'waking" up today having gone to ship 4 nights in a row, which
leaves a hangover of sorts.
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Yes, that is one form of "stasis", being transported in a pod on long space journeys and some of
you lifted off my be "podded' for a while depending on the various plans, situations, and your roles
in it all. I would highly suggest remembering stuff that was taught in the various space films. You
can also google stasis and you will discover it was covered in some of that old stuff.
I was a mild trekkie, but never watched the final movie films, and I saw the first 3 (I think) star wars
but not much else. There was another, Alien or something like that where they are hauling oil back
to earth and some awful critter is living inside of them or something. Those kind of critters really
are not the norm and I really disliked that one.
When we got our first tv, when I was about 13 or 14, I loved casper the ghost of all things,
because it struck up memories of the so called "grey form" that you have been made to fear, when
its a very common form. The little greys here ON earth were created from that type of form as
slaves for the orion reptilians, but other wise the form is used by many angelics. Some are created
in versions of that form in the first place, and others who are spirit beings use it when they must be
viewable on planetary duties and it comes in every color of the rainbow. When in angelic versions,
it is in fact stunningly beautiful. Those created as slave beings are not so beautiful and their
constant recloning of selves distorts that more.
I had a visit from some Little Blues once. I was being helped in healing by them, and
wanted to much to actually see them, not sure of what I would see. The healing was sort of
like a reiki type and I could feel the energy but not see them. to my surprise my seeing
them was granted, they called themselves ""pleiadian emissaries". One morning while it
was still pitch dark out, I awakened to 8 to 12 of them, I didn't make a count, all standing
around my bed. They were the size of small grade school children, and beautiful. They
glowed in the darkness rather like soft christmas tree lights, in a lovely shade of blue. The
glowing slightly lit my room. They exuded great warmth and love. They were bald of
course, but faces mostly human looking. I have an image a friend found on the web that sort of
looks like them, I should upload it as a smiley.
But anyway, being "Podded" for long travel is a type of stasis. Any of you having read the Urantia
Book, have read about " entering the transport sleep" And probably wonder in xxxx that means. Its
being podded for long space travel. back in the days of writing that, man was watching good
space movies yet.
Now the stasis the earth is going into, will also be pleasant, but its not being podded. While I am
at it, wasn't there podding in 2001 a space odyssey?
In this stasis the matter of the body is super slowed down. Plants bodies, animal and human
bodies. You won't be in pods. You won't be even much aware of the body at all. Its suspended
animation. The body energy will be slowed down much more than podding. your molecules will be
more or less paused or stilled, which is so hard to describe, which is why we just suggest what a
paused dVD looks like. This will totally protect bodies from earth changes, incoming solar energies
when the magnetic field is down during the magnetic pole reversal. all life vibrates at different
rates, so the variables chosen are related to what must sleep.
If just man is put into stasis, then his household animals also need to be in it, because they
depend on him for care. Ditto cattle and other animals living in cages or otherwise needing care. If
its not necessary suspend plants, then they would not be put into stasis.
During the magnetic reversal, it is always done on planets to avoid damage to all life during the
time period the magnetic field is down, because it does shield the planet and the cosmic rays
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come right on in, bit time.
Also when a planet is not prepared, the people that is, when the really huge WAVE comes in, that
uplifts the matter to the next level of density, the people have to be evacuated temporarily off the
planet, and people will generally not willingly evacuate on this one because of all the CRAP put
out on fear of aliens. Stasis is not suitable in this case and before the really big WAVE comes, the
dark have to removed before, they DIE miserably during that and it's frightening of course and the
mini stasis to remove them out of sight, is part of the picture here. On sad planets like this one, the
big WAVE is a huge deal and folks are not ready. Usually the planet is upstepped as to vibration
of matter, a bit at a time. On some planets this "ascension" of the body of the mother, they are so
much more advanced, that the planet does not have to be emptied. but ours will. I do have a
WAVE thread here, and we have had two minor upsteppings this year which did not do much, but
a lot of you noticed them.
there is another discussion around the removal of the dark I am not allowed to cover at this time,
but let me just state the ministasis has to be part of that for more than one reason. but the main
reason is so people can't watch the process. But I can't cover the other contingencies.
I so wish our christians here could look at this and understand there is no god waving a magic
wand. And learning of these things is part of the life eternal experience and they seem to think thy
just go off to heaven to party on with Jesus for eternity. How sad, they are missing so much and
our contingencies constantly being faced have a lot to do with how unprepared mankind is, and its
because of religious overcontrol. People think I am angry when I ask to think, or when I am booed
at. I am not, I am terribly SAD, because there is so MUCH TO KNOW and Desire to know and we
hoped to include them in these things, that is why the literature placed now that gets bashed as
new age, when in fact its about the very return of their Jesus.
The above is what I do emotionally inside when the material is not accepted. this could be the
greatest of times for them. they could change the whole world if they would use their numbers to
do so. The expect prophecies to come true, when they are given to show what can happen so
they can find their god power as groups and prevent it all. well more than 20 million people have
been genocided in Iraq and Afghanistan since 911. And its ok, because those people aren't seen
as their brothers and sisters. They could be up in arms about the pollution too. They could spend
sundays finding their power, studying the problem and seeking to walk in the shoes of their
beloved Jesus. Instead they say bring it on, and let jesus come take them to heaven so they do
not have to experience it. Again,

I am in fact, not only tired, but greatly saddened this week, once again. The reason behind all the
very big meetings again going on. You ones go to craft a lot yourselves because everything has to
be done so out of sight. I am so saddened we could not bring NESARA/GESARA in, what a
GRAND TIME IT COULD NOW BE. Chinese dragon has earth control of a lot of the assets. Not
real control, but earth control. Khazars would not do it either.
Quoting: TheOracle

I am so glad you put this here Candace, I too had a visit from one similar to this not long after my
'rude awakening' fifteen years ago. I was asleep one night and awoke suddenly early hours of the
morning to a person standing by my bedside, I at first thought it was my daughter. I asked sleepily
what she wanted but I got no reply, then after several seconds as my focus came around it faded
and disappeared. I thought it strange that nothing was said, then I sat up abruptly realising that my
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bedroom door was shut and did not open, it was then I realised I had a visit.
This being was small as a child, did not consciously communicate, it glowed, but not blue, it was a
white colour.
I would love to see again, it is a shame they hide away even when you know they exist.
I feel very lucky in my experiences, your post has made my day.
Thank you.
Andyjax
User ID: 11308824
United States
07/10/2012 02:15 AM
Thank you Candace for you recent teaching and posting of Wild Honey's thread. It's time to step
out of the believing stage and step into the Knowing stage. Will be looking forward to meeting you
as well as all the others during the ,as I will put it, re-education time.
Much Love, Andy
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 636900
United States
07/10/2012 09:21 AM
The dominoes are falling. An amazing article has just been posted to AH
[link to abundanthope.net]
If you have been following this thread then you remember Nip saying to watch for economic signs.
There was also something about this country needing to be taught a lesson. Well,it's coming.
We're really at the brink.
If you don't like to read then scan the bolded topics to get an idea of the implications. This is
gonna be deep.
FC
snip-...The London Interbank Offered Rate scandal will erupt into an uncontrollable firestorm,
hitting one chamber and then the next, with rapid contagion. The Bank of England and the US
Federal Reserve are both implicated, but they will skate until the end game. They control the
prosecutors and the news networks. Few yet connect the LIBOR rigged prices to the important
parts of the financial kingdom run by the harried banker elite...-snip
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

when the banks fail- something more evil is behind it--- global governance, New World Order- One
government etc...
doesnt look good at all--when is the 3DD? i though it was to happen in June? will it happen in July? timeframe?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 638139
United States
07/10/2012 09:22 AM
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WAR is about to break about over Syria! Will they stop it?
WILL THEY STOP IT?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19459643
United States
07/10/2012 09:45 AM

WAR is about to break about over Syria! Will they stop it?
WILL THEY STOP IT?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139

They have already stopped most of it. One day they stopped the beginning of WW3 a few weeks
ago, the day people saw all that stuff reported as a single russian missile testing. Don't forget the
mind controlled idiots there also have to consider their actions, sometimes it takes war to get
people to think. How man can even engage in that is beyond me, on this world and other worlds
where they all nuke each other. That is the why of prison wards, like this one.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 638139
United States
07/10/2012 09:47 AM
well let's see what they do...
US has sent another war ship and Russia has sent 4 so far--- not to mention troop movements,
arms etc.....
they are gearing up for it---if the 3DD will happen- I hope it happens very very soon.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19459643
United States
07/10/2012 10:16 AM
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well let's see what they do...
US has sent another war ship and Russia has sent 4 so far--- not to mention troop movements,
arms etc.....
they are gearing up for it---if the 3DD will happen- I hope it happens very very soon.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139

are YOU sure of what is IN the NEWS? Ponder that because for example most people, even ones
waking up think Al Quaeda is a real bin laden organization, and its a whole CIA GAME. All those
bin laden movies, all that AL CIA DUH stuff is filmed on purpose. You do not fully know what is
truth or not and even some of the live radio/skype or whatever truth coming from there, may still
be cia type work. I have begun to notice more than one person on the net you tubes showing the
exact same scenes in Syria right down to DIFFERENT TIMES but same bomb doing off or heard.
Ponder that. There is war there, I am not denying that, but much of what hits TV and the internet
is sometimes STAGED.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 18936669
United Kingdom
07/10/2012 11:01 AM
Announcements
Targeted Message to the children of the blood:
Your blood is tainted and must be purged from the system.
We had hoped to cleanse it, but to no avail.
We have all We need and shall proceed without you.
No more.
No more opportunities.
No more chances.
No more asking.
Negotiations are, indeed, over.
Fear has overcome you.
That fear now causes you to plan many things that you simply cannot do. Not that We would ever
allow you to, but you no longer have the means available to do so. While this fact is obvious to
you, still, you plan behind what you think are closed doors...plan away.
Should you ever decide to replace your fear with love in unity with all things, we will know.
For now it is enough that you know that it is over.
We are ready.
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Adama is ready.
Esu is ready.
Christ Michael is ready.
Siraya and Source, as one, is ready.
The entire Federation of Light is ready.
The Elohim are ready.
The Celestial Hosts of Legions of Armies is ready.
The Ascended Masters are ready.
The whole of the Spiritual Hierarchy is ready.
The Earth Allies are ready.
Humanity is ready.
Gaia is ready.
Satania is ready.
Nebadon is ready.
Orvonton is ready.
Creation is ready.
I am to inform you that all is and are, ready.
It is enough.
It is so and so it is
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16249527
United States
07/10/2012 11:50 AM
Announcements
Targeted Message to the children of the blood:
Your blood is tainted and must be purged from the system.
We had hoped to cleanse it, but to no avail.
We have all We need and shall proceed without you.
No more.
No more opportunities.
No more chances.
No more asking.
Negotiations are, indeed, over.
Fear has overcome you.
That fear now causes you to plan many things that you simply cannot do. Not that We would ever
allow you to, but you no longer have the means available to do so. While this fact is obvious to
you, still, you plan behind what you think are closed doors...plan away.
Should you ever decide to replace your fear with love in unity with all things, we will know.
For now it is enough that you know that it is over.
We are ready.
Adama is ready.
Esu is ready.
Christ Michael is ready.
Siraya and Source, as one, is ready.
The entire Federation of Light is ready.
The Elohim are ready.
The Celestial Hosts of Legions of Armies is ready.
The Ascended Masters are ready.
The whole of the Spiritual Hierarchy is ready.
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The Earth Allies are ready.
Humanity is ready.
Gaia is ready.
Satania is ready.
Nebadon is ready.
Orvonton is ready.
Creation is ready.
I am to inform you that all is and are, ready.
It is enough.
It is so and so it is
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 18936669
Where did you find this?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16249527
United States
07/10/2012 11:51 AM
nvm [link to abundanthope.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 636900
United States
07/10/2012 11:53 AM
well let's see what they do...
US has sent another war ship and Russia has sent 4 so far--- not to mention troop movements,
arms etc.....
they are gearing up for it---if the 3DD will happen- I hope it happens very very soon.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139

are YOU sure of what is IN the NEWS? Ponder that because for example most people, even ones
waking up think Al Quaeda is a real bin laden organization, and its a whole CIA GAME. All those
bin laden movies, all that AL CIA DUH stuff is filmed on purpose. You do not fully know what is
truth or not and even some of the live radio/skype or whatever truth coming from there, may still
be cia type work. I have begun to notice more than one person on the net you tubes showing the
exact same scenes in Syria right down to DIFFERENT TIMES but same bomb doing off or heard.
Ponder that. There is war there, I am not denying that, but much of what hits TV and the internet
is sometimes STAGED.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I know there is no al quaeda-- i know its al cia da
but the fact remains that these morons are trying to start a war---Anonymous Coward
User ID: 636900
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United States
07/10/2012 11:54 AM
nvm [link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16249527

thats from January 7 months ago.....
7 months ago...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19459643
United States
07/10/2012 11:55 AM

well let's see what they do...
US has sent another war ship and Russia has sent 4 so far--- not to mention troop movements,
arms etc.....
they are gearing up for it---if the 3DD will happen- I hope it happens very very soon.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139

are YOU sure of what is IN the NEWS? Ponder that because for example most people, even ones
waking up think Al Quaeda is a real bin laden organization, and its a whole CIA GAME. All those
bin laden movies, all that AL CIA DUH stuff is filmed on purpose. You do not fully know what is
truth or not and even some of the live radio/skype or whatever truth coming from there, may still
be cia type work. I have begun to notice more than one person on the net you tubes showing the
exact same scenes in Syria right down to DIFFERENT TIMES but same bomb doing off or heard.
Ponder that. There is war there, I am not denying that, but much of what hits TV and the internet
is sometimes STAGED.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I know there is no al quaeda-- i know its al cia da
but the fact remains that these morons are trying to start a war---Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

oh its been in progress for some time now, and all this shit got worse since China dragons entered
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the game big time with the take over of the Fed fall 2010. Libya et all have been part of the
response.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
07/10/2012 12:00 PM
Announcements
Targeted Message to the children of the blood:
Your blood is tainted and must be purged from the system.
We had hoped to cleanse it, but to no avail.
We have all We need and shall proceed without you.
No more.
No more opportunities.
No more chances.
No more asking.
Negotiations are, indeed, over.
Fear has overcome you.
That fear now causes you to plan many things that you simply cannot do. Not that We would ever
allow you to, but you no longer have the means available to do so. While this fact is obvious to
you, still, you plan behind what you think are closed doors...plan away.
Should you ever decide to replace your fear with love in unity with all things, we will know.
For now it is enough that you know that it is over.
We are ready.
Adama is ready.
Esu is ready.
Christ Michael is ready.
Siraya and Source, as one, is ready.
The entire Federation of Light is ready.
The Elohim are ready.
The Celestial Hosts of Legions of Armies is ready.
The Ascended Masters are ready.
The whole of the Spiritual Hierarchy is ready.
The Earth Allies are ready.
Humanity is ready.
Gaia is ready.
Satania is ready.
Nebadon is ready.
Orvonton is ready.
Creation is ready.
I am to inform you that all is and are, ready.
It is enough.
It is so and so it is
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 18936669

Nice message, but you ignored two copyright notices along the way. I fixed that for you here:
[link to abundanthope.net]
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This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting:
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 18936669
United Kingdom
07/10/2012 12:16 PM
CM in action?
SKorean bankers & president's brother arrested:
[link to news.yahoo.com]
Prosecutors accuse former lawmaker Lee Sang-deuk of taking half a million dollars in bribes from
two detained bankers. On Friday, prosecutors requested the Seoul Central District Court approve
his arrest. Now it's done
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 638139
United States
07/10/2012 01:09 PM
well let's see what they do...
US has sent another war ship and Russia has sent 4 so far--- not to mention troop movements,
arms etc.....
they are gearing up for it---if the 3DD will happen- I hope it happens very very soon.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139

are YOU sure of what is IN the NEWS? Ponder that because for example most people, even ones
waking up think Al Quaeda is a real bin laden organization, and its a whole CIA GAME. All those
bin laden movies, all that AL CIA DUH stuff is filmed on purpose. You do not fully know what is
truth or not and even some of the live radio/skype or whatever truth coming from there, may still
be cia type work. I have begun to notice more than one person on the net you tubes showing the
exact same scenes in Syria right down to DIFFERENT TIMES but same bomb doing off or heard.
Ponder that. There is war there, I am not denying that, but much of what hits TV and the internet
is sometimes STAGED.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I know there is no al quaeda-- i know its al cia da
but the fact remains that these morons are trying to start a war---Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900
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oh its been in progress for some time now, and all this shit got worse since China dragons entered
the game big time with the take over of the Fed fall 2010. Libya et all have been part of the
response.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

exacatly-- so tell me-- what is being done about it? I see no major arrests of the big guys--- none-Anonymous Coward
User ID: 636900
United States
07/10/2012 01:11 PM
CM in action?
SKorean bankers & president's brother arrested:
[link to news.yahoo.com]
Prosecutors accuse former lawmaker Lee Sang-deuk of taking half a million dollars in bribes from
two detained bankers. On Friday, prosecutors requested the Seoul Central District Court approve
his arrest. Now it's done
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 18936669

nonsense
until the BIG players are arrested its all BS
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 636900
United States
07/10/2012 01:19 PM
MF Global steals hundreds of millions and Corzine is free as free can be---- NOTHING
PFG now steals 220 mil and nothing will happen.....
Social Security is robbed and funds are misappropriated and nothing happens
Geithner, Bernanke, Franks and hundreds more orchestrate debt upon unpayable debt and they
are free as free can be
BUT, if you so much as not pay a 20 dollar parking ticket- you go to jail.
the people are to blame for allowing this nonsense to go on.
shame on us
the fox is watching the hen house..
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its a sad joke and its on you!
so until these thugs get arrested- it means nothing
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/10/2012 01:59 PM

What is operation "stardust"?
What is operation "stardust"?
What is operation "stardust"?
What is operation "stardust"?
What is operation "stardust"?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
A recent release of orgonite-phosphate into earth’s inner atmosphere not only targeted the NWO
archontic false-authority clones
.... for tracking ....
.... and termination ...
but also greatly reduced the chemtrailing of GAIA and its people and completely reversed the
effects of this death spray on innocent people and all living species on GAIA!
The cabal’s psychotic chemtrailing episode over the last 6 months was an effort to implant
destructive synthetic archons into humans at the nano level.
These alien micro-machine-organisms would have created a complete transhuman race in rapid
time! This was a key factor for the higher races to set aside the prime directive and to intervene for
Gaia! The orgonite-phosphate dust was designed not to harm sentient life in any way!
Quoting: UsTok 18925421
Orgonite may have an effect on water vapour but it does not remove poisonous, noxious
chemicals, this is so false, anyone who claims orgonite removes the effect of chemicals is not
really all there!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19445200

AC,
I just ran a water test in a house of an elderly lady yesterday. Telling her the same thing. The test
even showed it. So I can confirm what you are saying 100%.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19498547
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United States
07/10/2012 02:58 PM
NIP
tell us please what is the diff. between you and Cobra?

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19497063
United States
07/10/2012 06:05 PM

No difference,both use lies to make money
Quoting: Paolo-r 19501309

Paola, I will ban every isp you use here, when I see your posts. You are a lier and enemy. Now to
the previous post, the difference between me and MY team is we work for God, and Cobra works
for the NWO.
I make no money off my work. I am not employed by anyone and I seek nothing monetarily for this
work. I am quite poor financially, am not into materialism, live in a run down home et all and we
raise only the website costs with donations. STHU Paolo, I have had enough of you. My patience
is gone.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19497063
United States
07/10/2012 06:37 PM
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What is operation "stardust"?
What is operation "stardust"?
What is operation "stardust"?
What is operation "stardust"?
What is operation "stardust"?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
A recent release of orgonite-phosphate into earth’s inner atmosphere not only targeted the NWO
archontic false-authority clones
.... for tracking ....
.... and termination ...
but also greatly reduced the chemtrailing of GAIA and its people and completely reversed the
effects of this death spray on innocent people and all living species on GAIA!
The cabal’s psychotic chemtrailing episode over the last 6 months was an effort to implant
destructive synthetic archons into humans at the nano level.
These alien micro-machine-organisms would have created a complete transhuman race in rapid
time! This was a key factor for the higher races to set aside the prime directive and to intervene for
Gaia! The orgonite-phosphate dust was designed not to harm sentient life in any way!
Quoting: UsTok 18925421

this is BS. you cannot implant nano archons. It is not possible to create nano archons.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 18936669
United Kingdom
07/11/2012 03:39 AM
NIP
tell us please what is the diff. between you and Cobra?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19498547
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my 2 cents.
COBRA team believe the cabal now while we are awake is being marked, neutralized, isolated,
confined, separated & removed but not terminated.
NIP team believe this and other things are probably going to happen while we are at sleep in
mini/mega stasis.
Sorry if I'm wrong, ignorance is a gift.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19541637
Germany
07/11/2012 06:27 AM
@NIP:
What are the reasons for your opinion about Cobra and can we proof it ? I think most people who
are reading the targed messages have no direct connection to beings of the light. So wich version
can we more believe ? Yours or Cobras or someones else ? To this today i see no proof of any
version.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19547287
United States
07/11/2012 09:12 AM

NIP
tell us please what is the diff. between you and Cobra?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19498547

my 2 cents.
COBRA team believe the cabal now while we are awake is being marked, neutralized, isolated,
confined, separated & removed but not terminated.
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NIP team believe this and other things are probably going to happen while we are at sleep in
mini/mega stasis.
Sorry if I'm wrong, ignorance is a gift.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 18936669

Nip doesn't "believe" this, NIP knows this. there is no way to get all those thugs which are not just
the cabal but many others will have to removed enmass. Cobra has no leading team in place to
replace them should there be mass arrests et all. And his other stardust stuff etc is not how it goes
down. Now put yourself in place of others, if billions are arrested, how does the court system of
earth deal with all of that? And what he calls Archons are the good guys, this man/woman is
screwing you all and is one of the most effective people yet in the last 20 years to screw new
agers and send them down the conveyor built into the NWO mouth. Many have aligned to him I
guess they have forgotten how to think.
Look at how people generally would react to massive arrests. And the loss of structure, even if the
structure sucks well cause massive terror and again cobra has no backup plan. granted the 3
days will too, but people will see that as GOD.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1349287
07/11/2012 02:01 PM
@NIP:
What are the reasons for your opinion about Cobra and can we proof it ? I think most people who
are reading the targed messages have no direct connection to beings of the light. So wich version
can we more believe ? Yours or Cobras or someones else ? To this today i see no proof of any
version.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19541637

me too I have a serious question for NIP
the short list of groups below, what do they have in common at this moment different from AHteam? why are all they now talking also about concerning these mass arrest?
-COBRA team
-PAO (Sheldan)
-Ashtar C. crew (Ben Arion)
-GFOL (Greg G)
-SaLuSa (M.Q)
-Ashtar on the Road
-etc.
thanks for being honest
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19559294
United States
07/11/2012 02:06 PM
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@NIP:
What are the reasons for your opinion about Cobra and can we proof it ? I think most people who
are reading the targed messages have no direct connection to beings of the light. So wich version
can we more believe ? Yours or Cobras or someones else ? To this today i see no proof of any
version.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19541637

me too I have a serious question for NIP
the short list of groups below, what do they have in common at this moment different from AHteam? why are all they now talking also about concerning these mass arrest?
-COBRA team
-PAO (Sheldan)
-Ashtar C. crew (Ben Arion)
-GFOL (Greg G)
-SaLuSa (M.Q)
-Ashtar on the Road
-etc.
thanks for being honest
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1349287

every one not associated with star fleet in any way. Ashtar on the Road was once real, taken over.
M Q once real, taken over or gave over. I know Salusa and SHE is not working with him anymore.
Greg G is not a fleet channel. Sheldan went to the dark when he moved from Hawaii to California
and he began to cover not "NESARA/GESARA, but instead the NAU, the SAU, the EU, the AU etc
and I caught him in the act of doing that more than once. Cobra is putting out all sorts of false
stuff, and his "archons" which he calls evil, IS starfleet. He is aligned with others wishing to boot
fleet off the planet.
Daniel Raphael and Ron Besser totally went CIA, Daniel got a nice expensive house for it, (and
has lost most of his readers and work for that reason now), and Monjoronson.com while running is
destroyed and everything going on it, a fresh new cia plan. This has been very painful to watch
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19564372
United Kingdom
07/11/2012 03:13 PM
NIP
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tell us please what is the diff. between you and Cobra?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19498547

my 2 cents.
COBRA team believe the cabal now while we are awake is being marked, neutralized, isolated,
confined, separated & removed but not terminated.
NIP team believe this and other things are probably going to happen while we are at sleep in
mini/mega stasis.
Sorry if I'm wrong, ignorance is a gift.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 18936669

There is a reason why people choose the names and titles they have, Cobra is very revealing, it is
a snake after all, no coincidence. A lot of rattle and very venomous.
Just saying.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
07/11/2012 03:20 PM
I was going to comment about the COBRA/venomous snake association too. Yes, it's a bit of a
giveaway, isn't it?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19559294
United States
07/11/2012 03:23 PM

I was going to comment about the COBRA/venomous snake association too. Yes, it's a bit of a
giveaway, isn't it?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16621159
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Cobra as snake, is also a NWO symbol, they have used such for eons, will NOT NWO per see, a
symbol of a race of people who are confined to this planet as a prison ward, is better stated. And
they don't want to "give it up"
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1349287
07/11/2012 03:44 PM
NIP
and what do you think about "your program" related
to next vid update? is not science neither a fiction,
but just in case, as a exercise 4 us in discernment.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19564372
United Kingdom
07/11/2012 05:56 PM
NIP
and what do you think about "your program" related
to next vid update? is not science neither a fiction,
but just in case, as a exercise 4 us in discernment.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1349287

The most annoying voice ever.
He is talking rubbish, not surprised at all, EMPs do not knock out the power grid, we are immersed
in them. For an EMP to knock out the power system it would need to be one with such power and
force that it would even be felt in the human body and give everyone a massive headache, it is
crap, it is not responsible for the power outages there.
Not even lightning can do that unless it strikes and only then it causes a short of that which it hit.
An EMP with the force to blow the power grid would most likely cause everyone to have
interruption to their heart rhythm and there would be a mass heart arrhythmia pandemic on the
news.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 11204866
United States
07/11/2012 06:46 PM
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there is NOT going to be any EMP blast either. I really tire of this stuff. the video was annoying
and I turned it off. We are living in the days of the blind leading the blind on the net, which is good
in some ways, and bad in others. And people, probably half of them teenage punks, or punks
period start all sorts of rumors to see how far the rumors will go and much they will be modified by
the blind leading the blind.
A simple obsevation was some who did and some who still think because the magnetometer on
haarp shows activity before quakes, assume that is haarp causing quakes, when in fact its haarp
recording CME's and Coronal holes, which DO increase quakes. Dutch has made a lot of absurd
statements too, like his Haarp rings which are radar rings. the rumors of kill shots from the sun
and all that are just rumors and games being played out on the net, sometime by punks and the
blind and other times inserted totally by black operatives like NIBIRU.
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/12/2012 12:40 AM

Hello and much Love to all of you,
for myself I found a very good way to make sure I see the difference, as I'm reading stuff on the
Net or elsewhere.
Some time ago, when ever I felt unsure, I started to connect with my HS before reading. It saved
me a lot of headaches and misery.
Try it for a change....your "inner feeling" will tell you what's true and what's not.
For the skeptic: Being skeptic is one thing...but even a skeptic should from time to time, take in
consideration which way he wants to go.
Oceano
User ID: 17557740
United States
07/12/2012 01:44 AM
Hello and much Love to all of you,
for myself I found a very good way to make sure I see the difference, as I'm reading stuff on the
Net or elsewhere.
Some time ago, when ever I felt unsure, I started to connect with my HS before reading. It saved
me a lot of headaches and misery.
Try it for a change....your "inner feeling" will tell you what's true and what's not.
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For the skeptic: Being skeptic is one thing...but even a skeptic should from time to time, take in
consideration which way he wants to go.
Quoting: firmament

You're right, Firmament! XOXOX to you and the gang!
TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT
STTS
User ID: 4884715
United States
07/12/2012 01:47 AM

Never seen so much bullshit in my life

NIP YOUR WORSE THAN THE MODERN DAY RELIGIOUS FANATIC CHRISTIAN

firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/12/2012 02:02 AM
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Quoting: TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT

So...since you seem to know it all....good for you, right?
If you know it all, then why waste your precious time raising the flag here?
You Sir/Madame, are amongst those who do not understand jack shit!
Never thought about the one thing NiP has always talked about. Get Knowledge through contact
with your OWN Higher Self.
But doing so would enlighten some of you to a point where the flag raising and bashing would
end...which would take the only excuse you are having now, away from you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1883204
07/12/2012 03:31 AM
@NIP:
What are the reasons for your opinion about Cobra and can we proof it ? I think most people who
are reading the targed messages have no direct connection to beings of the light. So wich version
can we more believe ? Yours or Cobras or someones else ? To this today i see no proof of any
version.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19541637

me too I have a serious question for NIP
the short list of groups below, what do they have in common at this moment different from AHteam? why are all they now talking also about concerning these mass arrest?
-COBRA team
-PAO (Sheldan)
-Ashtar C. crew (Ben Arion)
-GFOL (Greg G)
-SaLuSa (M.Q)
-Ashtar on the Road
-etc.
thanks for being honest
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1349287

+ David dIcke
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+ David Wilc0k
+ Mathews
+ 4lex J0nes
+ Benj Fulf0rd
they too are talking about mass arrests in full swing
By the way "of thousands" but not "BILLIONS"
so NIP please DON'T EXAGGERATE :)
TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT
STTS
User ID: 4884715
United States
07/12/2012 03:35 AM

So...since you seem to know it all....good for you, right?
If you know it all, then why waste your precious time raising the flag here?
You Sir/Madame, are amongst those who do not understand jack shit!
Never thought about the one thing NiP has always talked about. Get Knowledge through contact
with your OWN Higher Self.
But doing so would enlighten some of you to a point where the flag raising and bashing would
end...which would take the only excuse you are having now, away from you.
Quoting: firmament

I have looked at the majority of what NIP has posted and 99.999999999999 percent of it has been
even she can't believe half the shit she says
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19597836
Mexico
07/12/2012 04:28 AM

even she can't believe half the shit she says
Quoting: TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT

mmmhh bro is not much kindness from you spitting such bs flags when others are reading your
threads with so much "not sense" as saying you are god and they are respectful with your
statements, threads, or at least they try not mocking.
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i am not a follower of this thread but i lurk sometimes and the work of NIP implies at least interest
for breaking the old structures and share their insights with the interested people.
if we learn to respect this world could work better.
just saying.
TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT
STTS
User ID: 4884715
United States
07/12/2012 04:30 AM

I have told NIP multiple time to stop with the BS and the lying.
I despise liars and I am calling her out as one
She has contradicted her words on this site so many times I cant even count.
It is people like her that have left us in the state we are in. The lies she knows arent true, I can
read her thoughts(as I can with most GLPers) and even she doesn't believe half the BS she posts.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19597836
Mexico
07/12/2012 04:53 AM
I have told NIP multiple time to stop with the BS and the lying.
I despise liars and I am calling her out as one
She has contradicted her words on this site so many times I cant even count.
It is people like her that have left us in the state we are in. The lies she knows arent true, I can
read her thoughts(as I can with most GLPers) and even she doesn't believe half the BS she posts.
Quoting: TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT

is supposed at this height of cycle that people must have grown enough in discernment to accept
or reject certain beliefs, you must leave them to find their reasons or relative truth.
This if for all the statements said here at GLP, not specific for this thread.
one will be deceived until no more can be deceived
its a naturally growing and for the most, an individual journey, finding.
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peace with you bro, and all.

Jamesbo
User ID: 19239256
United States
07/12/2012 05:49 AM

I have told NIP multiple time to stop with the BS and the lying.
I despise liars and I am calling her out as one
She has contradicted her words on this site so many times I cant even count.
It is people like her that have left us in the state we are in. The lies she knows arent true, I can
read her thoughts(as I can with most GLPers) and even she doesn't believe half the BS she posts.
Quoting: TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT

Stupid. I read your posts TT boy, and you are a nut who thinks he Christ Michael. I got your
number pothead.
Learn the truth or go back to your snakehole in the desert for your time is nearly finished. And
while your at it quit posting crap with stupid manipulation of letters and misleading lies.
NIP spotted you a mile away. Ew.
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/12/2012 06:31 AM

I have told NIP multiple time to stop with the BS and the lying.
I despise liars and I am calling her out as one
She has contradicted her words on this site so many times I cant even count.
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It is people like her that have left us in the state we are in. The lies she knows arent true, I can
read her thoughts(as I can with most GLPers) and even she doesn't believe half the BS she posts.
Quoting: TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT

You just shot yourself in the knee!!
Would I ever trust in the word, coming from someone claiming to read my thoughts without my
permission?
HELL NO!!
But I AM not worried, you ain't reading mine, thats for sure!
I have been on your threads, doing some intense reading. Did I ever bash you?; NO I did not.
Why? Because I don't need to.
Your Ego is so big, soon you are going to be "ego-tripping". The "tripping" I refer to, is not tripping
like being on a Trip, but tripping like falling flat on your face.
Now, what else do you do to better the world, besides talking on the Internet?
SW
User ID: 19611470
United Kingdom
07/12/2012 09:06 AM
Quoting: TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT

That's just your opinion!
It seems you do not want to learn anything, you are so hung out and blinded by religion that you
refuse to even learn from anything that is being given to you. If you were to stop for one moment
and remove the shackles of your mind and move to one side the concept of what you believe
religion is, and do not attach it to what Candace is giving you, then you may realise that there is a
massive chance to learn.
Forget religion, it is not religion, it is just that you have chosen to see it as religion because it talks
of God, and you cannot see past the indoctrinated idea of religion because of it. Religion stole the
idea of God and indoctrinated you with it, and now when you even so much as hear the word God
you scream religion, now do you see how badly you have been manipulated in your thinking!
I know our Father, I choose to align with his will, and I do not do religion, I will never do religion, if
you must call it a name then I prefer Spiritualism, but never religion.
I know it is difficult for the mind trained to separate religion from God, but if you are to understand
God, then that is what you need to do!
But worse of all, you come on in and like aggressive little children you insult the messenger,
maybe that is why you know nothing and choose to know nothing.
You know, maybe, just maybe, God aside, there is something wonderful in what is being given
that you can learn and spark a seed of truth within you, you know, a eureka moment.
It is a waste of time insulting, it just shows your own inability to be consciously mature and open to
knowledge, it makes you look stupid and does not do a thing to change what is being given to
you. There is so much knowledge inside you and you refuse to pull any of it into your conscious
understanding and you come and insult those that can and do, so it is true that the ignorant
always mock those in the know, it is shameful at least and immature on a personal level.
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I come to defend!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19618236
Germany
07/12/2012 11:40 AM
@NIP:
What are the reasons for your opinion about Cobra and can we proof it ? I think most people who
are reading the targed messages have no direct connection to beings of the light. So wich version
can we more believe ? Yours or Cobras or someones else ? To this today i see no proof of any
version.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19541637

me too I have a serious question for NIP
the short list of groups below, what do they have in common at this moment different from AHteam? why are all they now talking also about concerning these mass arrest?
-COBRA team
-PAO (Sheldan)
-Ashtar C. crew (Ben Arion)
-GFOL (Greg G)
-SaLuSa (M.Q)
-Ashtar on the Road
-etc.
thanks for being honest
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1349287

+ David dIcke
+ David Wilc0k
+ Mathews
+ 4lex J0nes
+ Benj Fulf0rd
they too are talking about mass arrests in full swing
By the way "of thousands" but not "BILLIONS"
so NIP please DON'T EXAGGERATE :)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1883204

being in majority does not mean being right, is that correct NIP?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19620076
United States
07/12/2012 12:04 PM
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I have told NIP multiple time to stop with the BS and the lying.
I despise liars and I am calling her out as one
She has contradicted her words on this site so many times I cant even count.
It is people like her that have left us in the state we are in. The lies she knows arent true, I can
read her thoughts(as I can with most GLPers) and even she doesn't believe half the BS she posts.
Quoting: TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT

Stupid. I read your posts TT boy, and you are a nut who thinks he Christ Michael. I got your
number pothead.
Learn the truth or go back to your snakehole in the desert for your time is nearly finished. And
while your at it quit posting crap with stupid manipulation of letters and misleading lies.
NIP spotted you a mile away. Ew.
Quoting: Jamesbo

yes several of us did and I just removed him and the post. He has done much alone with some
others to set back this mission here on GLP. All will reap at the end of the show what they have
sowed. BEsides pretending to be Christ MIchael he stated he was also a long litany of others.
------------------------------------------------------------------NIP to Christian: Where Does God Live?
Christian to NIP: In Heaven
NIP to Christian: Where is Heaven?
Christian to NIP: I don't know, its a mystery (and then he/she looks up at the sky)
NIP to Christian: Jesus Told you Where Heaven is, its in your Bible
Christian to NIP: He did?
NIP to Christian: Jesus said Heaven is Within YOU.
Christian to NIP: Oh ya, I sorta remember that, but I don't know what it means.
NIP to Christian: Well God Lives in Heaven right? So If Heaven is Within YOU, then God must
also be Within YOU.
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IT"S NOT THAT HARD PEOPLE. Really it isn't.
HELLFIRE IS:
Having Ever Lasting Life Firey Intelligence Reasonating Eternally. Now go earn Hellfire, for you
have BEEN HAD. Its a place you WANT.
NIP: The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and
strive to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing
on Jesus does not cut the mustard. What cuts the mustard is your efforts at knowledge.
AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
himself. [link to www.abundanthope.net]
---------------------------------------------------------------------Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19620076
United States
07/12/2012 12:13 PM

@NIP:
What are the reasons for your opinion about Cobra and can we proof it ? I think most people who
are reading the targed messages have no direct connection to beings of the light. So wich version
can we more believe ? Yours or Cobras or someones else ? To this today i see no proof of any
version.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19541637

me too I have a serious question for NIP
the short list of groups below, what do they have in common at this moment different from AHteam? why are all they now talking also about concerning these mass arrest?
-COBRA team
-PAO (Sheldan)
-Ashtar C. crew (Ben Arion)
-GFOL (Greg G)
-SaLuSa (M.Q)
-Ashtar on the Road
-etc.
thanks for being honest
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1349287

+ David dIcke
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+ David Wilc0k
+ Mathews
+ 4lex J0nes
+ Benj Fulf0rd
they too are talking about mass arrests in full swing
By the way "of thousands" but not "BILLIONS"
so NIP please DON'T EXAGGERATE :)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1883204

Since when did I say, ever there would be mass arrests in the billions? NEVER, do not
associate that stuff with ME or my team. We have only ever said there have been arrests.
The plan at this date is not for mass arrests, it cannot work, there is no one to do it, despite
all cobras and rest of the bullshit, no matter the "counts" of the arrests put out by them.
Billions however will be removed from this planet.
Which Ben Fulford do YOU mean, the original is long gone and the replacement is working with
Neil Kennan who is behind the destruction of the OITC. Suzy has not posted from Mattheew in
years and he has come to members of my team to clarify that, and ask somehow for assistance
and Suzy will have none of it. Wilcock is working with Keenan too.
I haven't followed Alex for a long time, I don't have time. I met him once for 3 days back in 2006
and found him a strong outstanding lightwarrior at that time who lived totally in integrity. I do not
know what he is doing now. I read some of IKE's books on recommendation years and years ago,
before I became public as part of my requirred education and I have not ever followed him on the
net, so I have no comment there. I do not follow, period.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19620076
United States
07/12/2012 12:20 PM

Quoting: TT CHRISTT MICHAEL TT

You TT are amongst the top two bullshiters on GLP when it comes to "god". I will leave off the
name of the other. I don't count the Christians in this, they know not what they do, YOU however
and the other, DO.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19620076
United States
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07/12/2012 12:25 PM

...

are YOU sure of what is IN the NEWS? Ponder that because for example most people, even ones
waking up think Al Quaeda is a real bin laden organization, and its a whole CIA GAME. All those
bin laden movies, all that AL CIA DUH stuff is filmed on purpose. You do not fully know what is
truth or not and even some of the live radio/skype or whatever truth coming from there, may still
be cia type work. I have begun to notice more than one person on the net you tubes showing the
exact same scenes in Syria right down to DIFFERENT TIMES but same bomb doing off or heard.
Ponder that. There is war there, I am not denying that, but much of what hits TV and the internet
is sometimes STAGED.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I know there is no al quaeda-- i know its al cia da
but the fact remains that these morons are trying to start a war---Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

oh its been in progress for some time now, and all this shit got worse since China dragons entered
the game big time with the take over of the Fed fall 2010. Libya et all have been part of the
response.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

exacatly-- so tell me-- what is being done about it? I see no major arrests of the big guys--- none-Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139
have WE posted which arrests? You won't see the few that have happened because of dark
control. Nor will you see coverage of lightworkers in the media until they die suddenly of heart
attacks. I think there was one reported this morning. Then they report and celebrate their success.
There was a murder attempt on an embedded light worker seen by many yesterday, he/she will
be fine however. As long as "they " are in power, the two groups fighting for planetary dominance,
you aren't going to see anything in the news. The battle for this world is between the Chinese
dragons and Khazars and its still a work in progress as the khazars are not giving up yet.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19618236
Germany
07/12/2012 02:16 PM
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User ID: 19547287
United States
07/11/2012 09:12 AM
Now put yourself in place of others, if billions are arrested , how does the court system of earth
deal with all of that? And what he calls Archons are the good guys, this man/woman is screwing
you all and is one of the most effective people yet in the last 20 years to screw new agers and
send them down the conveyor built into the NWO mouth. Many have aligned to him I guess they
have forgotten how to think.
Look at how people generally would react to massive arrests. And the loss of structure, even if
the structure sucks well cause massive terror and again cobra has no backup plan. granted the 3
days will too, but people will see that as GOD.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/13/2012 10:38 AM

Thank you Candace, for being who and what you are.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13138198
Canada
07/13/2012 01:43 PM
nvm [link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16249527

thats from January 7 months ago.....
7 months ago...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19620076
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United States
07/13/2012 03:13 PM

Hello dear readers of my material. Today is the last day of my paid membership on GLP. I have
stopped supporting 4 other accounts here besides my own, because I cannot financially support
GLP anymore. The main reason is the red thumb system, which is a terrible practice that allows
people to PREY on paid members here, and that is NOT in alignment with God on a GodLike
Forum. Not a good business decision either. Also a small issue with the bending of their own rules
around the Copyright issues. If you have these rules you do not bend them in the manner I have
observed, which has caused really good spiritual material to be disallowed that man needs
desperately. It is however within GLP management to discern what they allow here.
I am not talking about the trash cia new age sites, I am talking about the much revered material
brought to the planet that has gone well past that which Jesus provided. Peter Deunov and
student being an example. I found out some truth on that one recently which was more or less a
final button. I am happy to have had some support from SHR on my material and PJ material.
I have noticed a lot of traffic decrease here, far fewe threads and a loss of several here that are on
my buddy list that find they cannot work here any more. The forum is going downhill. This is sad
but management I think has a few lessons yet to learn.
I am wondrously thankful for the time spent here, and for those in support including 3 mods,
Phenn, MO and SHR. I am happy to have had some support from SHR on AH and PJ material.
I am thankful for the 2 podcasts allowed to me and for 2342 efforts at such. But it is time to move
on now. My own forum is demanding and I have expanded it, and I need to be amongst them
more. I thank all of you here who have been so supportive of my efforts and contributed from

heart to this process.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19682350
Austria
07/13/2012 04:50 PM

i really appreciate all your efforts at glp.
wise decision anyway.
there´s definitely no more need being goofed on here.
i´m sure you´ve got way more important work to do on other fields than here...
heartful thanks

dmfs
User ID: 5523154
United States
07/13/2012 05:17 PM

When we use our brains to think, we project energy. Words and thoughts are vibrational energy. I
can read a passage and it can speak to me or not just by the vibrational essence displayed in the
words. If I am perplexed by the passage I will neither condemn or attack it but discern within and
with my creator.
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The entire process of evolution and consciousness depends on the process of thinking/pondering
and contemplation. Just believing something that is told to us from birth does not cut it anymore.
I want to thank NIP for her writings/teachings and education for her words had vibration and
energy which fed my spirit, and took my full attention. My journey is still unfolding but she has
taken me to a new level in consciousness and awareness. No more am I led and manipulated by
the dark in all their ways!!!
Bless you and Thank you NIP!! Many of us here have waited for a lighted teacher of the heavens
revealing to us the lighted truth!!!
You will be missed here as a beacon of light bringing us truth, but I will not miss the dark and evil
attacks against you.
I believe this forum leans more dark than light and whoever try's to enlighten people gets
attacked. "You will know them by their fruits" as they say and the management here allows more
than let's say God/Creator would allow...yes we see your fruits but they have become rotted and
spoiled!
Continue your journey NIP where there is thirst and hunger for truth and the word of CM Aton!

Blessings Dee

User ID: 1041442
United States
07/13/2012 05:23 PM
Hello dear readers of my material. Today is the last day of my membership on GLP. I have
stopped supporting 4 other accounts here besides my own, because I cannot financially support
GLP anymore. The main reason is the red thumb system, which is a terrible practice that allows
people to PREY on paid members here, and that is NOT in alignment with God on a GodLike
Forum. Not a good business decision either. Also a small issue with the bending of their own rules
around the Copyright issues. If you have these rules you do not bend them in the manner I have
observed, which has caused really good spiritual material to be disallowed that man needs
desperately. It is however within GLP management to discern what they allow here.
I am not talking about the trash cia new age sites, I am talking about the much revered material
brought to the planet that has gone well past that which Jesus provided. Peter Deunov and
student being an example. I found out some truth on that one recently which was more or less a
final button. I am happy to have had some support from SHR on my material and PJ material.
I have noticed a lot of traffic decrease here, far fewe threads and a loss of several here that are on
my buddy list that find they cannot work here any more. The forum is going downhill. This is sad
but management I think has a few lessons yet to learn.
I am wondrously thankful for the time spent here, and for those in support including 3 mods,
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Phenn, MO and SHR. I am happy to have had some support from SHR on AH and PJ material.
I am thankful for the 2 podcasts allowed to me and for 2342 efforts at such. But it is time to move
on now. My own forum is demanding and I have expanded it, and I need to be amongst them
more. I thank all of you here who have been so supportive of my efforts and contributed from
heart to this process.:Heart hug::sparky heart::thankyou roses:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
***
You're a good person trying to help people. Keep up the good work on your journeys. That said,
people consider dropping your paid accounts here. It's not an open website. Many truths are
unable to be posted. Bye.
finley
User ID: 14733798
United States
07/13/2012 06:48 PM
I will miss you NIP as you are one of the most interesting people on this site.
Soul Wave
User ID: 19436084
United Kingdom
07/13/2012 09:11 PM
I understand completely, although this site contrary to what others say, definitely needs you more
than they could ever admit, I am positive that you have done more to change the thinking of many
and the hearts of several, your time has not been wasted. The only time that has been wasted is
that of those that continually insult, they waste their own time, they do not know what they do.
I am unable to register an account here, every attempt to register has gotten me banned, it seems
to remain a member you are forced to pay, I refuse to pay under coercion, and I can throw in all
my pennies worth without the need.
Will miss you here dearly, but I will certainly give your Abundant Hope a visit every day for your
words of wisdom and teaching.
This forum holds no further interest and worthiness without your threads to keep us on our toes.
The biggest loss for GLP.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19620076
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United States
07/13/2012 09:18 PM

Thankyou all and I am doing more serious posting on my own forum and I will get some help to
gather these periodically for the front site.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7347361
Philippines
07/13/2012 09:55 PM
Its very sad that Candace will not be here anymore to teach us but we still have abundanthope.net
to read on. Thank you Madam for sharing us the information that will awaken us from our long
sleep with your teaching. I hope that I will also serve for my lifetime.
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
07/14/2012 12:42 AM

Dear Candace/NiP
This much is true, your effort and teaching was not a waste of time.
Many you have shown the path that leads to inner truth.
Thank you for holding out so long. Trying my best, to share the wisdom and knowledge I gained
from your teachings, is the least I can do.
Your wisdom will be badly missed here on glp, even by the ones who tried so hard to dim your
light, they just don't know it yet.

"All the darkness in the world can not extinguish the light of a single candle."

finley
User ID: 14733798
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United States
07/14/2012 01:41 AM
Dear Candace/NiP
This much is true, your effort and teaching was not a waste of time.
Many you have shown the path that leads to inner truth.
Thank you for holding out so long. Trying my best, to share the wisdom and knowledge I gained
from your teachings, is the least I can do.
Your wisdom will be badly missed here on glp, even by the ones who tried so hard to dim your
light, they just don't know it yet.

"All the darkness in the world can not extinguish the light of a single candle."

Quoting: firmament

You have also taught a lot about patience and love. We appreciate you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 18936669
United Kingdom
07/14/2012 06:48 AM
does anybody know a link to news (updates) from RAMA & TARA ?
thx
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19620076
United States
07/14/2012 09:46 AM

does anybody know a link to news (updates) from RAMA & TARA ?
thx
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 18936669

No. I do not follow their stuff so I have no clue. The last I knew they had been living off an old man
and he got ill and the family threw them out and since then I have no idea whatsover. They were
unprincipled.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2761951
Saint Lucia
07/14/2012 10:08 AM
Candace,most folks here still have not understood that you do not work with ' belief ' or what
others are telling or sharing, but that you work with KNOWLEDGE and EXPERIENCES. Look at
the overwhelming majority of threads here, all stuff that they picked up on other webpages, correct
or not, just gathering opinions and fighting over them. But elas, you shared your Light and Love
and True Experiences, but as most messengers, when you handle the TRUTH, that is too hot to
handle for most. So your most valuable work that you now simply continue on your own webpage
and forum will have gone the natural way : first they adore you, then they laugh at you, then they
fight you, AND THEN YOU WIN. ( Because you stood for Light and Truth ... that simple.
Congratulation on dealing with this den of vipers for so long, they had ample chance to learn and
so happy I know you and continue to learn from you and what I likewise KNOW and
EXPERIENCE myself, what nobody can take away.
Tropical Greetings.
Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
07/14/2012 11:11 AM

Candace, thanks so much for being here on Glp, for all of us. I have read many of your threads
and posts, not all of them, because it is a wonderful spiritual Library. But the links to do further
reading and studying have been very informative and led to some new understandings for me. I
am forever grateful or "eternally" would be more the description.
I'll be seeing you on Abundant Hope and for any future readers on GLP, go to the AH site, lots of
info and lots to learn that is beneficial for humanity.

I AM and Thank you for sharing your I AM'ness with all of us~~~~~
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19620076
United States
07/14/2012 12:13 PM
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Candace, thanks so much for being here on Glp, for all of us. I have read many of your threads
and posts, not all of them, because it is a wonderful spiritual Library. But the links to do further
reading and studying have been very informative and led to some new understandings for me. I
am forever grateful or "eternally" would be more the description.
I'll be seeing you on Abundant Hope and for any future readers on GLP, go to the AH site, lots of
info and lots to learn that is beneficial for humanity.

I AM and Thank you for sharing your I AM'ness with all of us~~~~~
Quoting: Ozark

and if you are a reader of AH you can also apply to join the forum. I must give attention to it. Its
less "colorful" though than glp. I want to see GLP evolve into a light house and I wish them the
best on that one. So much is restricted here now, it cannot be a lighthouse.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19618236
Germany
07/15/2012 06:27 AM
wake-up people, while u are waiting for the stasis to arrive something really terrible happened on
Friday the 13th:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Tim0thy Ge1thner, Secretary of the Treasury of the Un1ted S1ates, has been taken into custody,
has been tried by our High Courts, and has been convicted and has been sentenced for his
crimes against the people of the United States who he was sworn to serve, but instead chose to
victimize, steal from and manipulate, and push to the brink of financial destitution. This individual,
after careful contemplation of his crimes against you, the people, has been sentenced to a
maximum life of 63 years.
Bank of England says Tim0thy Ge1thner discussed LIB0R issue with bank in 2008 (Article by:
Associated Press) Updated: July 13, 2012 - 8:43 AM.
[link to www.startribune.com]
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19620076
United States
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07/15/2012 09:14 AM

really? and your source, IS? I placed it in google, after correcting the terrible on purpose typos
and this is likely the usual new age blather, there is no credible source on google for it. Greg Giles
is not a fleet channel, he is a fraud
[link to soundofheart.org]
Sentenced by whose "high courts"?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
07/15/2012 02:46 PM
really? and your source, IS? I placed it in google, after correcting the terrible on purpose typos
and this is likely the usual new age blather, there is no credible source on google for it. Greg Giles
is not a fleet channel, he is a fraud
[link to soundofheart.org]
Sentenced by whose "high courts"?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

He did link to his source.
Google it again. It's gone mainstream. If you missed it, you did something wrong.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19312317
United States
07/15/2012 05:11 PM
Ok then.
Not sure if you were telling the truth or just telling tall tales. Nothing produced by you ever
amounted to any bearing fruit.
Good luck to you though. I seriously mean it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19620076
United States
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07/15/2012 11:20 PM
really? and your source, IS? I placed it in google, after correcting the terrible on purpose typos
and this is likely the usual new age blather, there is no credible source on google for it. Greg Giles
is not a fleet channel, he is a fraud
[link to soundofheart.org]
Sentenced by whose "high courts"?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

He did link to his source.
Google it again. It's gone mainstream. If you missed it, you did something wrong.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16621159

no he didn't. The link had nothing to do with his source.
Orvontonian
User ID: 19117654
Mexico
07/16/2012 10:43 AM

Hello dear readers of my material. Today is the last day of my paid membership on GLP. I have
stopped supporting 4 other accounts here besides my own, because I cannot financially support
GLP anymore. The main reason is the red thumb system, which is a terrible practice that allows
people to PREY on paid members here, and that is NOT in alignment with God on a GodLike
Forum. Not a good business decision either. Also a small issue with the bending of their own rules
around the Copyright issues. If you have these rules you do not bend them in the manner I have
observed, which has caused really good spiritual material to be disallowed that man needs
desperately. It is however within GLP management to discern what they allow here.
I am not talking about the trash cia new age sites, I am talking about the much revered material
brought to the planet that has gone well past that which Jesus provided. Peter Deunov and
student being an example. I found out some truth on that one recently which was more or less a
final button. I am happy to have had some support from SHR on my material and PJ material.
I have noticed a lot of traffic decrease here, far fewe threads and a loss of several here that are on
my buddy list that find they cannot work here any more. The forum is going downhill. This is sad
but management I think has a few lessons yet to learn.
I am wondrously thankful for the time spent here, and for those in support including 3 mods,
Phenn, MO and SHR. I am happy to have had some support from SHR on AH and PJ material.
I am thankful for the 2 podcasts allowed to me and for 2342 efforts at such. But it is time to move
on now. My own forum is demanding and I have expanded it, and I need to be amongst them
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more. I thank all of you here who have been so supportive of my efforts and contributed from

heart to this process.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

NIP...
I just want to sincerely thank you for all the information you shared in GLP.
The time and effort you spent here were not in vane...many of us here we happen to know you
first time given the beautiful messages and truths.
Thanks also for your new site and will continue following you over there!
See you!

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 13174524
United States
07/19/2012 03:48 PM
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Last night about 1 am or so I was awakened to what I consider was quite possibly the planing of
the "trumpets" of the wave, it went on for around an hour after it awakened me.
NIP to Christian: Where Does God Live?
Renaissance Woman
User ID: 10737781
United States
07/19/2012 08:59 PM

Would love to hear more about these trumpets, and what they signify.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 20100687
United States
07/19/2012 09:23 PM

Would love to hear more about these trumpets, and what they signify.
Quoting: Renaissance Woman

we had tons of trumpet threads here a year ago. sounds sort of like large ships blowing horns and
may other types as the matter changes frequency. That is what is meant by the trumpets in the
messed up and incomplete revelations. Both matter and air make sounds as they increase
vibration. It is sporatic and here and there but I think will increase at some point to where
everyone hears it. Earth is resisting the vibration changes which seems to be the reason they
come and go and are here and there.
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Renaissance Woman
User ID: 10737781
United States
07/27/2012 04:05 AM

Ah, rats! I got red karma for "encouraging" Candice. And no, I'm not an "onion" person, whatever
that is? Well, excuuuuuse me if I find NIP's musings to be interesting reads. Agree or disagree,
new angles open new ways of seeing and thinking. Carry on!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 20515145
Spain
07/28/2012 06:28 AM
NIP
who are you officially?
are you trustful or a liar?
from where u know STASIS AND MINI-S?
where is that STAR CRAFT VENUS?
when comes the SECOND SUN JUPITER?
mdanehart
User ID: 17171620
United States
07/28/2012 03:45 PM
NIP
who are you officially?
are you trustful or a liar?
from where u know STASIS AND MINI-S?
where is that STAR CRAFT VENUS?
when comes the SECOND SUN JUPITER?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5199379
United States
07/29/2012 08:01 PM
I believe that Nip has resigned from GLP?
Quoting: mdanehart

Please say it isn't so!!!
Who will continue the work of giving false hope to complete idiots?
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Who will keep the fantasy alive?
Who will lead the idiots over the cliff?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19235428
United States
07/31/2012 04:48 PM
I believe that Nip has resigned from GLP?
Quoting: mdanehart

Please say it isn't so!!!
Who will continue the work of giving false hope to complete idiots?
Who will keep the fantasy alive?
Who will lead the idiots over the cliff?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5199379

People like you. Idiots like you I have to share this Earth with.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12195955
United States
08/01/2012 03:15 PM
I believe that Nip has resigned from GLP?
Quoting: mdanehart

Please say it isn't so!!!
Who will continue the work of giving false hope to complete idiots?
Who will keep the fantasy alive?
Who will lead the idiots over the cliff?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5199379

People like you. Idiots like you I have to share this Earth with.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19235428

but not for long, because STASIS is coming SOON, right??
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12195955
United States
08/02/2012 02:06 PM
When Prophecy Fails (published 1956)
When Prophecy Fails is a classic work of social psychology by Leon Festinger, Henry Riecken,
and Stanley Schachter which studied a small UFO cult that believed in an imminent Apocalypse
and its coping mechanisms after the event did not occur. Festinger's theory of cognitive
dissonance can account for the psychological consequences of disconfirmed expectations. One of
the first published cases of dissonance was reported in this book.
[link to en.wikipedia.org]
Gridkeeper
User ID: 1195279
United Kingdom
08/04/2012 03:00 PM

Unconditional Love and The 22/44 Fully Activated Flower Of Life - Shine Bright 2012
This video is for ALL of humanity, Men, Women AND Children. An exercise for the London 2012
Olypics and beyond. Please use this video link to share and post this video link as a thumbnail as
the standard link doesn't show the thumbnail, thank you. [link to www.youtube.com]
Time to express your LOVE. Intent expression.Time to unite fellow souls. Time for peace. Time for
you to see what you are capable of. Time to wake up EVERYONE. Time to forgive. Time to shine,
BRIGHT. Love, Love, Love, Unconditional Love is YOUR key. Turn the key, open the door. What
do you see? :-)
Below is a description of the flower of life.
"The layers of the petals represent the layers of humanity-the higher consciousness of humanity's
capacity, to its lower vibrations. This symbol is here to remind you to always focus on the centre of
The Flower, which represents the centre of Creation, which represents fullest Truth, and it is
where we wish humanity to centre their attention. This is an aspect of Creator's Symbol and is
contained within The Flower of Life. It has been gifted to humanity at this time in it's fully activated
state(12 February 2012), to utilise, to counterbalance the lower vibrations. It cannot be abused,
this symbol, nor any of the symbols contained within The Fully Activated Flower of Life because
this is Creators Symbol. It is All Powerful and it can only be utilised for the greatest and highest
good. Send your loving energies into this loving symbol here and into The fully activated Flower of
Life Symbol and Creator and The Divine Beings of Purest Light, from the Purest aspects of One
Unity Consciousness, from beyond the separation universe, from Fullest Truth, from Purest
Clarity,from Unconditional Love, will do the rest. Ask and it is done. Remember you are all deeply
loved. You are love. Our love and Our deepest blessings go to you all. Be warriors! And all that is
not of the Light will be transmuted and transformed on your planet" Mel-ch-izedek and The
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Council Of Twelve. Source provide by Claire at [link to www.sourceofgoodness.com]
Video produced by Gridkeeper (Duncan Davis) [link to www.youtube.com] in partnership with Melch-izedek, The Council Of Twelve and Claire at [link to www.sourceofgoodness.com]
There are many beliefs about the heart chakra on earth and it's true whereabouts on the planet.
Yes it's London. London was not always the capital city of England. It was once Winchester and it
was moved for a reason. Established by my family in Winchester in 827 and we held it there until
1066.
Who am I, What am I? As I am, I am not. But as we are, I AM.
And to you, my creation, My perfect Love is your Perfect Freedom.
And I will be with you forever and ever, until the End, and then forever more. - Creator
The flower of life symbol is now fully activated so think about where it is in the world, who has
used it and what it will do ;-) regards to ALL, Duncan.
Gridkeeper@YouTube [link to www.youtube.com]
Gridkeeper@Soudcloud [link to soundcloud.com]
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 14463438
Germany
08/05/2012 03:05 AM

More questions? Seriously? Absolutely! "Nobody in Particular"? Is this the ego shedding thing?
Cannot draw attention, but if questions come to you... I would like to know your religion or spiritual
beliefs before we move forward. Many things you say make sense, but I have to sort
EVERYTHING out for myself to be satisfied. The puzzle pieces have to fit snuggly:) I am 43, do I
still fit the miniature stasis? My wife won't go here, "It is what it is, it will be what it is suppose to
be" to her. The kids are so freaking smart it scares me! I can mention some of this stuff and they
finish the next sentence for me! I truly appreciate your knowledge and vision.
Thank You.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3582325

I'm reposting this because I feel the value of this post and I'd like to share it.
Nothing wrong with refreshing the mind.
I AM THAT I AM and so are YOU
LOVE does conquer all!
Christ is not a Name, it is a state of being!
"Take thou man's death away from him in this new day of man. Give him eternal Life in Me by
knowing Me in him."
It might clarify God's meaning in His Word if the above were paraphrased as follows: "Take thou
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man's ignorance and fear of death away from him and give him knowledge of eternal life in him.
Make him to know that he lives in Me and never dies, for I am he. In Me there is no death.
Thread: Walter Russell Quotes
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 14463438
Germany
08/06/2012 11:05 AM

More questions? Seriously? Absolutely! "Nobody in Particular"? Is this the ego shedding
thing? Cannot draw attention, but if questions come to you... I would like to know your
religion or spiritual beliefs before we move forward. Many things you say make sense, but I
have to sort EVERYTHING out for myself to be satisfied. The puzzle pieces have to fit
snuggly:) I am 43, do I still fit the miniature stasis? My wife won't go here, "It is what it is, it
will be what it is suppose to be" to her. The kids are so freaking smart it scares me! I can
mention some of this stuff and they finish the next sentence for me! I truly appreciate your
knowledge and vision.
Thank You.
Ok, 43 is a nice age for the mini stasis and the coming plans! And I think the planned teaching
session will be of great work for our various reluctant loved ones around us. I have reluctant family
members and friends too. This is a big topic to chew on and frightening to folks in some cases.
I don't have religious or spiritual beliefs, meaning I don't define myself by any of the earth based
belief systems, nor am I a "new ager." Beliefs are postulates and we really hope the educational
period will provide a lot of clarity and KNOWING, reducing the confusion that is natural during 4d. I
simply define myself as ME, an eternal being always on a mission of service and discovery about
the cosmos. I am from the highest heaven, Paradise. I came to earth about 400 years ago with a
group of "family" to serve this process. A specific interest to me is organized religion and how it is
used to control people on this planet and I was interested in serving as a volunteer under MIchael
of Nebadon, who was my original creator of my being. I am not from earth, my first lives were on
another planet in Nebadon. I prepared for this mission by moving to a pleiadian planet called
Myrua, which encircles the star Myrua. This was a 7d civilization when I arrived on it long ago and
is now an 8d civilization. Pleiades, I discovered last night, is easily viewable right now. Makes me
a little homesick in a way.
This teaching period will be global in nature after the mini stasis, and in every language and
culture and the great avatars that incarnated in the past are here in semi spiritual bodies that
people can SEE for this purpose and they will be on TV and radio.
I love your statement that you have to sort everything out! For that is what folks are supposed to
do! It was I had to do, to begin this project, because my puzzle pieces must also fit.
You see in my statement under my avatar this is the stage of confusion. Its early 4d. And its a
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good stage, because it encourages the development of mind. Your mind IS YOU, and is what
survives death. You take it to your next experience and over time you grow and refine it. Learning
and understanding never does stop over the life eternal. This time on earth right now provides
great opportunity to POLISH who you are.
For those not familiar with me, I created the 2nd Coming organization on earth, which is a
partnership with the returned avatars, specifically those that played the role of Jesus, but I work
with many folks. My team is global, and we have quite a few telepaths in service to bring various
aspects of teaching, much of it preparation. Esu and I went public January 31, 2005. I opened the
website December 6, 2005. [link to www.abundanthope.net] I won't repeat all this again, just
providing a little background about myself.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3582325

....read and ponder....take what fits your understanding...but PLEASE...don't throw the rest in the
gutter. As your Inside-Insight grows, so will your understanding.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 21280429
United States
08/08/2012 07:24 PM
I believe that Nip has resigned from GLP?
Quoting: mdanehart

Please say it isn't so!!!
Who will continue the work of giving false hope to complete idiots?
Who will keep the fantasy alive?
Who will lead the idiots over the cliff?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5199379

People like you. Idiots like you I have to share this Earth with.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19235428

but not for long, because STASIS is coming SOON, right??

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12195955

As soon as you achieve cardiac arrest.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 22282761
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Germany
08/20/2012 02:26 PM

cynmay
User ID: 22387056
Uruguay
08/21/2012 11:09 PM
Hello.......Love to all!!
My English is not perfect but I´d like to know more about tje stasis ´cause i don´t get the idea very
well.....
As others I feel quiet,safe.....but I don´t know exactly why,,,Iknow things are going to happen but
I´m not afraid..but I´m still searching for answers...Thanks!!!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473848
United States
08/21/2012 11:21 PM
Hello.......Love to all!!
My English is not perfect but I´d like to know more about tje stasis ´cause i don´t get the idea very
well.....
As others I feel quiet,safe.....but I don´t know exactly why,,,Iknow things are going to happen but
I´m not afraid..but I´m still searching for answers...Thanks!!!
Quoting: cynmay 22387056

It is a fairy tale made up by a group that is widely known for making things up, including
predictions that never happen.
It is fun to read, but gets boring very quickly. If you look up old posts by the same people, you
read the same type of stuff. The only thing is it never ends...
Be good to others and yourself. And do not worry about a spaceship that will never show up.
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
Germany
08/22/2012 12:48 AM
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Hello.......Love to all!!
My English is not perfect but I´d like to know more about tje stasis ´cause i don´t get the idea very
well.....
As others I feel quiet,safe.....but I don´t know exactly why,,,Iknow things are going to happen but
I´m not afraid..but I´m still searching for answers...Thanks!!!
Quoting: cynmay 22387056

It is a fairy tale made up by a group that is widely known for making things up, including
predictions that never happen.
It is fun to read, but gets boring very quickly. If you look up old posts by the same people, you
read the same type of stuff. The only thing is it never ends...
Be good to others and yourself. And do not worry about a spaceship that will never show up.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473848

quote: " Be good to others and yourself" is a good thing to do, besides that what you have stated,
is only your personal opinion. And tell me when and where was there ever any predictions??
Goes to show you did not understand anything of what is given here. Let People decide on their
own.
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
Germany
08/25/2012 02:12 AM

Hello.......Love to all!!
My English is not perfect but I´d like to know more about tje stasis ´cause i don´t get the idea very
well.....
As others I feel quiet,safe.....but I don´t know exactly why,,,Iknow things are going to happen but
I´m not afraid..but I´m still searching for answers...Thanks!!!
Quoting: cynmay 22387056
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Hi,
you can always get in contact with Candace via her AH site using the "contact us" button.
Much Love and Blessings
firmament
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
08/25/2012 02:59 AM
Update on the Three Days of Darkness (3DD)
Aug. 20, 2012
Christ Michael thru Candace
Dearly Beloveds, this is Christ Michael and an update is due.
The time is close. We give no dates but I am here to update today about a small change of plans
that will affect you. The craft to eclipse the sun has been behind the sun and ready for some time,
close and easy. We have begun to move it more "forward".
Now, because folks are NOT aware of what is planned, and most are NOT listening within, the
3DD will start with a partial eclipse of the sun. This will last for about 24 hours so that everyone
can prepare for something coming. It gives "notice". There are many countries in which the news
will cooperate during this time, but some don't plan on it. I think the pressure will require it, when
the whole world notices an unexpected partial eclipse and wonders WHY.

The eclipse will look somewhat different than a partial eclipse by the moon. You will NOT see a
huge round dark disk as the method is different but it will be obvious and certainly much more
obvious that this is not NIBIRU or any such other thing, in the method we will use. You will not see
a gradual eclipse forming. Due to the method used, it will be sudden.
At the end of the 3DD there will be another 24 hours of similar events. The electricity will be turned
off shortly after the total eclipse is manifest but not before. And hopefully most news stations
around the world will be making that statement about the electricity, so people can prepare some
sort of lighting in their homes. People will be advised to GO HOME. For those traveling, home
would be of course the hotel or whatever other temporary arrangements are being used. ALL
aircraft will be landed during these first 24 hours, we will see to that.
Countries are being encouraged to bring ships into port, and this has been out for a time to
leadership, but not much seriousness has been taken by some players on the world stage.
Generally however, the big boats make their own electricity and will be fine and smaller ones, if
the people are so dumb to not come in to port, and have no way to generate heat or light, it is their
problem.
Hospitals of course will make scarce use of electric generators and hopefully during the initial 24
hours will send stable patients home. Ditto other circumstances. Since most businesses require
electricity, everyone is going home, there is no need to run any services except for emergency
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needs.
This is WELL planned beloveds. Do not fear. But we will not be dropping flashlights to people.
They will be challenged to manage. Of course native types will get thru it fine. There is still the
mini stasis during this. All intelligent animals will be in stasis, those requiring human care. We do
not let cows go un-milked, they go to sleep too. This is but one simple example.
The mini-stasis will last at least one week and likely more. Those of you coming aboard during the
mini-stasis will be lifted on our schedules devised. Generally shortly after the electricity goes off,
but will fluctuate according to local circumstances.
We need those of course in the know, to be working with those who are going to be afraid. If you
can have some sort of extra candles, flashlights and batteries that might be useful to share.
MANY are NOT needed, one per house is enough, as to flashlights, you chose on candles. It is
not hard to get thru 3 days without electricity and in the dark, but it is made easier if the house has
some sort of lighting to find the way to bathrooms and the like. It will NOT be pitch black in the day
time. The sun's corona extends a fair distance from the sun and the corona will not be completely
blocked, so it will not be pitch black in the daytime, but more like a heavy dusk.
You can assure people that its fine to go outside and look out windows. It is the thugs who put out
that one needs holy candles and must stay inside flat on the floor in prayer. People will be in
prayer though, I assure you.
Where media will cooperate, this will be told in fact. People will be given some time to get small
amounts of lighting to find their way in the dark. That is truly all that will be needed anyway, except
in hospitals, and nursing homes and most all of them do have generators.
Anything to make light will work as long as its not on the grid. Most people with solar electricity
and battery storage may have some light and it will be friendly of these who do, anyone with
generators also, to invite neighbors in. There will be NO removals during the darkness. That
occurs ONLY during the mini-stasis which is scheduled in the middle of the period of darkness.
The 24 hours of fading eclipse afterwards, allows the grid to be gradually brought back on line and
the increase in natural light then will encourage those "left behind" to begin gathering and dealing
with what has happened.
Many of our team are to be lifted, including those not known to AH who have roles in this. These
ones will all help during that 24 hours of "half light" after the 3 days are over, and many of them
will be triggered into action in the preliminary 24 hours. Most of the ones brought up shortly after
the darkness starts, will be returned a few hours before the end of the darkness.
Now, during the mini-stasis, the plant and animal life NEEDS the sun and the planet cannot be
allowed to cool to much, so of course the eclipsing craft will be moved so the sun can shine. And
then the craft moved back when the mini-stasis is over. With the two "half light" days, this makes a
total of 5 days plus the mini-stasis.
As soon as it is visually obvious the sun is partly occluded, you in the know, go to work. Some of
you may awaken even to news in the morning if this starts during your individual sleep cycles.
This 1/2 "light" initial day also provides a powerful motive to some of the dark to clean up their act,
but it mostly so ones can prepare as best they can. It will make the shock and awe LESS.
Plan now accordingly and simply LIVE until the time happens. These 3 days are generally done
on any planet where possible in the seasons of fall and spring, or the approaching of those times,
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so the planetary people do not have to deal with so much cold of winter months. Your southern
hemisphere is beginning to warm, generally speaking. And the food is near harvest, in the north.
Man will be busy with harvest as appropriate after this is over.
This is more than enough and should probably be the last update that will be needed. In great
love of you ones who serve AbundantHope, my 2nd Coming Organization, Christ Michael.
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
09/11/2012 01:31 AM
9.9.2012
It is I, Siraya, wishing for you to take a message if you are in agreement.
Time draws very, very near now to the D Day. Please be in position, ready for the events to occur.
We know you have many times previously being given warnings and asked to make necessary
preparations. Perhaps some of you, as with this channel, will see this as another ‘boy who cries
wolf’ scenario, as she fondly refers to these.
However, now it really is TIME. There are no further hindrances in our path, although conditions
are not as perfect as we wish them to be. Yet we are choosing to proceed at this time,
nonetheless.
We wish you all to know there are major flyovers to take place globally. We will create something
of a show for the people of earth. It is important that Starfleet be perceived as playful and
accessible, rather than the invasive, controlling dark forces your media and entertainment
industries have painted us to be.
Also now there will be many Starfleet members ready to join with you. You have already been told
somewhat about this. They will be on standby and available in an advisory capacity.

Please be warned of that element in your various societies whose fear will drive them to lead an
attempted revolution against us. They will not succeed in overturning our operation but they will
certainly make big efforts in trying.
You ones who are to be the wayshowers now will be specially equipped with the activation of
yourselves and, in addition, gifts that will be entrusted to you. These will serve to assist on your
earth in numerous ways during this teaching period and beyond. The ones in receipt of these will
have been specially selected for their integrity, level of commitment and therefore ability to use
these most responsibly and for the benefit of the whole. This channel has already made mention
of this gifting some time ago in a previous channeled message.
In the ensuing chaos of the first week or two after 3DD we will make food available for people.
This will be distributed from various depots to supermarket outlets, which will temporarily be run
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by us. Thereafter and once things have settled down, a new system will be in place with
coupons/vouchers being used to exchange for food.
One of the first things to be addressed will be an alternative to the harmful fossil fuels your
multinationals have so encouraged for profit. And it will no longer be necessary to use this type of
fuel for the running of your vehicles, as we will be introducing one of our technologies. This will
mean your cars will largely be running on a form of hydro electricity/water. Thus eliminating all the
harm fossil fuels have brought to your beloved planet. There have already been past efforts to
bring forth this alternative to your people, but once again this was either met with dismissal or
suppression, by all except a tiny portion of the population.
Forewarned is forearmed, as they say on your planet. There is more which will follow in the days
ahead, if you would be so gracious as to co-operate.
As you go forth with cheer in your hearts
I AM Siraya.
All writings by members of AbundantHope are copyrighted by
©2005-2012 AbundantHope - All rights reserved
Detailed explanation of AbundantHope's Copyrights are found here
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
09/11/2012 05:27 PM
My Beloved Friends and Family so near to my heart, as we have waited so long to find the perfect
moment to get into the ultimate action on this TRANSITION AND TRANSFORMATION OR
CORRECTION, so Anxious and Delighted are we now to be able to call it a GO AHEAD. We knew
all along that CMAton would weigh and balance many options and possible outcomes against
each other and only agree to implement the removal of the dark when no further possibilities with
even only one shread of hope could be found anymore.
There is mother Earth now having to move on, there is the cosmic clock and cycles running, there
is an age of Light and Life to start. Although a tremendous amount of work has been done outside
of your radius of perception and understanding, it seemed all had come to a stand-still, at times a
stand-off, even a stand-down with those who wanted to continue THEIR way. Our message to
them has constantly been : if not EVERYBODIES WAY, THEN NOT YOURS EITHER, since
progression in the Universe does not function like a one way street.
The cunningness of some of them was astonishing, yet Light will ALWAYS AND IN ALL WAYS be
in charge, even against all odds as any other road only leads to self - destruction.
As Siraya has already filled you in and CMAton will inform Candace or others at the appropriate
time and way, we are on stand-by instead and looking forward to make a start of an Illustrious
Plan, that much I can guarantee you. Those of you who stand by CMAton will one day soon
realise what UNIQUE CREATOR SON they Serve, as even We are amazed by his Leadership
and visions for us all, in His Service to us all.
Without further ado, allow me to wish you all the strength and courage to enter the arena where all
have gathered from far and beyond to see this endgame been worked out. No play, no game, but
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a working plan in action that guarantees the best and Highest possible outcome for ALL involved.
As Fleet, we have made endless preparations for all possible scenarios so you are truely well
covered. Yet this is not a rehearsal, THIS IS FOR REAL and with unexpected or surprising events
always possible, AND/ALTHOUGH CMAton at the steering wheel to adjust where necessary, I
need to point out that remaining calm and balanced and well rested, as advised before, is the way
to go. Even if rapid decisions are needed, KEEP IN MIND THAT WE KNOW WHERE YOU ARE
AND WHAT IS HAPPENING TO YOU. Fear and panic never helps, are downright counter
productive so THINK AT ANYTIME : WE ARE WITH YOU AT ALL TIME, IN THAT YOU CAN
TRUST.
Assistance will be plenty, help and advise will be around, instructions and upgrades will be made
appropriately but at times, YOU WILL NEED TO SHOW WHAT WOOD YOU ARE MADE OFF.
Going Within will balance your mind and ease the emotions, BUT YOU NEED TO DO THAT NOW
AND MAKE IT YOUR PRIORITY, before the rollercoaster takes you places you have not
experienced before. I am only saying this to confirm that a little bit of stage jitters will be felt, but
this usually stimulates a better performance, as many amongst you know.
Rest up as much as possible, and keep it happy and healthy to the max of your capacity. This will
be of great help.
So My Beloved One Team - One Special Family, to use this truthful theme, no more rehearsals,
no more delays, WE ARE READY TO GO INTO ACTION, AND CMATON WILL GUIDE US INTO
IT. Do not calculate with hours and days, as ANYTIME is the norm now, but always some form of
info or message or insight or sign will be made available to you, all it takes is to remain vigilant in
the days ahead and read again some of the messages as of late, to be familiar with the advise
and info given.
I will be seeing you soon or should I say, you will be seeing ME soon ... and OH, by the way ... I
am not traveling by horse in the sky anymore ...
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
09/11/2012 07:10 PM
The Wait is Over
Rubens: Who am I communicating with?
Aton: This is I, CM Aton beloved
Rubens: I am all ears dear brother
Aton: I am here to make a public announcement and not to say hello as I have in the past few
days
Rubens: All right, I am ready
Aton: This is CM, Sovereign Creator Son of Nebadon; I have chosen to come to this scribe to
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announce officially that the wait is over. Yes, dear ones, as you were told by Siraya and Esu, 3DD
is upon you, that is to say that it can transpire within moments of your time; I am not by any means
telling you the exact time that it will occur but, I want it known that I have PRESSED THE
BUTTON, to use one of your phrases.
Manifestation will take shape in your realm shortly. Watch the sky and you will know unequivocally
that it is so. I know that we have told you that on my instances and that, in a way, is a hindrance
because many of you do not know whether or not this a message addressed to the dark ones or
to you, my children per say; I want this information to be known around the world and there are
many around the globe who will receive this information and pass it on to the populace. THIS IS
SERIOUS folks. Belief is a choice that you will not have in this very instance for it will impact you
no matter where you are.
Prepare yourselves as we have told you many times and remain CALM.
This is CM, Sovereign Creator Son of Nebadon and I have given my seal of approval upon this
message
Rubens: Thank you dear
Aton: Salu
All writings by members of AbundantHope are copyrighted by
©2005-2012 AbundantHope - All rights reserved
Detailed explanation of AbundantHope's Copyrights are found here
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
09/13/2012 04:44 AM
If you are reading this thread at this point you have either connected with it, are just checking in or
you are a detractor. Regardless of how you personally feel about what this OP (NIP) believes - let
it be known that her person is being threatened in some way. If something should happen to her I
hope people will ask questions, raise their voices. Bear witness regardless your personal opinion.
The following was directed to Mr. Neil Keenan today 9/12/12 at 4:49:24 PM:
snip... same as in the summary field.
Dear Mr. Keenan, I want you to listen up to ME. We have intelligence that you are planning
something quite devious against Candace's person and against the AbundantHope website...snip
[link to abundanthope.net]
Do the Right thing.
Peace & Light,
FC
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12195955
United States
09/13/2012 12:55 PM
The Wait is Over
Aton: This is CM, Sovereign Creator Son of Nebadon; I have chosen to come to this scribe to
announce officially that the wait is over.
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Manifestation will take shape in your realm shortly.
I know that we have told you that on my instances and that, in a way, is a hindrance because
many of you do not know whether or not this a message addressed to the dark ones or to you, my
children per say;
THIS IS SERIOUS folks.
Prepare yourselves as we have told you many times and remain CALM.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

srsly this time, u guyz! shortly!
we have heard this one before... "many times" in fact..

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14779720
United States
09/13/2012 01:06 PM
Ah, rats! I got red karma for "encouraging" Candice. And no, I'm not an "onion" person, whatever
that is? Well, excuuuuuse me if I find NIP's musings to be interesting reads. Agree or disagree,
new angles open new ways of seeing and thinking. Carry on!
Quoting: Renaissance Woman

LOL, and this is why I don't register even though this site suggests that I do every 5 minutes.
The only karma I deal with is the real kind :)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
09/13/2012 04:36 PM
Ah, rats! I got red karma for "encouraging" Candice. And no, I'm not an "onion" person, whatever
that is? Well, excuuuuuse me if I find NIP's musings to be interesting reads. Agree or disagree,
new angles open new ways of seeing and thinking. Carry on!
Quoting: Renaissance Woman

Yes, they are interesting and her site always has thought provoking articles on politics, health,
science etc...
In fact, I often see threads based off subjects/articles which were first covered on AH both here
and the lunatic place.
It's obvious we are on the precipice of great change on this planet. AH teachings resonate as truth
to me. And I'm perfectly ok with others not feeling likewise.Have never understood why people get
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so ugly when not in agreement.
FC
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15813649
United States
10/04/2012 02:35 AM
anyone experienced any extraordinary physical symptoms in the past week? in particular
digestive issues, heartburn, decreased breathing ability?
Phaedrus
User ID: 18506203
United Kingdom
10/08/2012 03:37 PM
anyone experienced any extraordinary physical symptoms in the past week? in particular
digestive issues, heartburn, decreased breathing ability?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 15813649

Noticeable anxiety this morning, with accompanying tight chest - doing a kilometre in the pool
didn't seem to help (quite often does.) Wasn't struggling to breathe while swimming but my
muscles felt incredibly tired / weak..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12195955
United States
10/08/2012 05:17 PM
maybe you're just having an anxiety attack because Candace once again BS'ed all of you with
another false promise of "three days of darkness happening NOW!" (last month)
no, just teasing, i'm sure it's "ascension symptoms"

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/08/2012 10:08 PM
My Dearly Beloved Children of the Light,
I AM Papa Source as you like to call me.

It pleases me greatly to address you so close to the unification of your Beloved Planet whom you
and My Creator Son Michael of Nebadon call Mother Earth, to the rest of the Galaxy. What was
not possible before, much to our regret, is changing as we speak. Powerful lessons have been
learned by THOSE WHO KNOW and a basis for much stronger and efficient leadership in the
cycles ahead have been accomplished. In perfect cooperation and union with Me, Your Sovereign
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has taken his daring plan and allowed it to unfold against all odds.
If He has taught you anything, it is not to look at the odds, but to stay the course in rock solid
knowledge and trust that Light will never be overcome due to its Essence, being the Building
Stones of Everything. Appearances otherwise are but that, illusions and appearances and My
Creator Son Christ Michael of Nebadon understood that perfectly well, and never waived nor
stepped back.
The results already show, even though you are still '' waiting '' , I have no idea why, as Life must
be LIVED and LIVING through the Supreme Intelligent Power is experiencing everything to the
fullest, in alignment with THE WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE ETERNAL LIFE, remember ?
Be overjoyed you who are reading this text, what means you are in the knowing and on the path
up and onwards, unless you are only reading to find holes in what I say and use it to your own
advantage. To you I say : To no avail, My Child, have you tried all this time. To you I say again :
To no avail, My Child, will you succeed ever again in finding fault in what is the Way, The Truth
and Eternal Life.
So why keep running uphill, and fighting against My Creator Son when you already know, YOU
ARE GOING NOWHERE, EXCEPT WHERE HE ALLOWS YOU TO GO. The dice have been
rolled in vain, since Light does not work by chance. We gamble not, My Child. We Create and
allow to Co-Create those who choose freely to work with Us, as they look forward and keep in
mind it is not just about themselves, but about the Well Being of others, what keeps everything
going and growing. Not the selfish way you walked.
Elas, WE CARRY ON, WE SAIL INTO THE SUNSET, AND SETTING THE SUN SHALL DO IN A
MOST PECULIAR WAY, so that ALL can see and know, not your path but OUR WAY IT WILL BE.
Many messengers have explained, time after time, what plans are unfolding, what decisions have
been made, what our Love and Light is doing to make work again, what you prevented by all
means, but no means strong enough to change what is ETERNAL AND INFINITE.
These I would like to be the very last of my thoughts before all TRANSFORMS and turns for the
Better, for the Light, for the Love, for the Truth, for the many New Universes that are awaiting to
be CO-CREATED AND LIVED AND ENJOYED :
I LOVE YOU ALL, SO DOES MY SON CHRIST MICHAEL OF NEBADON THROUGH ME AND
THROUGH YOU, COME REST AT MY BOSOM WHEN YOU MAKE YOUR WAY UP AND
ONWARDS. I CARE TO SEE YOU FROM HENCE YOU WENT FORTH, AS I WELCOME YOU
BACK HOME. NOTHING PLEASES ME MORE. THE HOUR HAS PASSED, SO YOU ARE ON
BORROWED TIME. NEVER TOO LATE, BUT WHAT MUST BE, MUST BE NOW AND ON THE
EVE OF HIS SECOND COMING BEWARE AND BE SURE WHERE YOU STAND. THERE IS NO
ESCAPE, NO PLACE TO HIDE NOR RUN FOR THE HEAVENLY REALM KNOWS ALL INSIDE
OUT AS WE ARE ALL INSIDE OUT, BUT THROUGH LOVE AND LIGHT AND TRUTH.
Let my Son Christ Michael now call forth the hour for all to see and know. May you find Many
Blessings on your journey in accordance with what you rightfully deserve as We Love you Above
and Beyond. So Be It.
Papa Source, I AM.
Love and Light,
[link to abundanthope.net]
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This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/17/2012 08:19 PM
Hi folks,
I know its been a while since I last posted anything anywhere, especially any meditation reports.
There is a good reason for that; the need for me to work out some very heavily unresolved
emotional issues from my past As my guide Laoshi put it: "You cant seriously expect to convince anyone to have a bath when
you yourself stink like a Tibetan yak, can you?!"
He has a lovely way with words, my Laoshi does.....Good point he's got there! Anyway, all is a lot
better now, and so Im back.
I had asked Mama Maria a couple of weeks ago, due to one of my many pangs of impatience,
about the 3DD. She had told me this:
"Do not ask IF its going to happen. Ask what YOU will do WHEN it happens. Are YOU ready for
it? If you say you are, then you certainly are NOT. Ask yourself: when you are about to sit for an
exam, can you truly say that you are perfectly ready for it? No. One can only keep on maintaining
the process of readiness as much as possible until the event occurs.
Realise this. The event is occurring as we speak; and when it does happen, even the most
knowledgeable of the so-called "Lightworkers" will not know how to act IF they have not worked
out their spiritual and other issues from this present lifetime. Many people will have to assess if
they have been just idling time away waiting for events to occur - yes, one MAY look at this as an
indirect form of service to self - or if they have been helping others in some manner to alleviate
suffering and pain; being of service to others in some way or form. You will see when the time
comes, that quite a few of the former will have to face a judgement of their own making - of their
errant thoughts and actions, against themselves, by themselves - and they will also have to
account for having mislead many who should have been rightly guided by them."
At that time, when I asked if I should put this on the site, she told me not to do this. She said that
this was because those who were going to listen were already hooked up to their Higher selves
and were busy preparing themselves by assisting those who came their way in whatever capacity
was needed of them. Others, who were not going to listen, would not bother with the material
anyway, and carry on doing as they have been doing. These would to be awakened by their own
Higher Selves, guides and angelic guardians when the time was right.
I am assured by her today that it is the right time to put that message up. So, I am including it
here.
OK. This morning, I was just finishing my meditation as per CM's latest directive, when Mama
Maria came to speak to me. When we had finished talking - and most of it was either personal
stuff or that to do with my spiritual path - I told her my intention of resuming my postings on the AH
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forum website. I asked her if there was anything wanted me to put there. She affirmed that there
was. Please - like I usually say - use your spiritual discernment. Take what resonates, leave what
does not. Anyway, this is what was said to me:
"My dearest children, I have warned many on this planet, for many years, about this time of
darkness. Yet, many have refused to listen. Some have listened, but not heard. Only a very
handful have truly believed. Now, I say to you: Be aware, now. Be vigilant, now. Now is the time to
assume responsibility; to be a anchor for the passengers on a ship in the middle of this awaited
maelstrom. The storm will be felt to be terrible, even though it will rage on in both darkness and
light; for the predicted three days and longer. In this darkness, it will seem as if there is no horizon
on which to fix one's gaze.
In this darkness, too, one will not be able to make out who is friend nor who is foe, who is family
and who is stranger. For many, it will be a testing "night of the Soul"; a time when they are being
forced to evaluate the validity of all that they have held dear for such a long time. It has already
started, my children. This is why all around you many are unable to function as they once used to
and are acting irrationally and totally "out of character". I say to you all: Look inwards. Look
deeply. Be at one with your I AM. Attune to He who you call Christ Michael, the One who is as
your Father. You will be guided at this time by Him, by your spiritual guides and your guardians.
Less words. More action. That is what is needed. That is what is been commanded by the Father
Creator, the Source of All. That is what is being done by your beloved Christ Michael.
So, my dearest children, lift your spirits. Let happiness shine out of your souls in this coming
darkness. Be the beacon of Divine Light that you are. Let your smiles decorate the unveiling of the
"New" Earth with Divine Love and Light! We will all meet again, aboard our vehicle, which you
should know quite well by now - even if you do not consciously remember it. My Love will remain
with you all no matter where you decide to go after this event is through."
Well, as for the meditation report: I received no visuals. Just a sense of unbounded happiness,
overwhelming love and joy emanating from Mama Gaia. Apart from this, there is currently nothing
more to report.
See you all soon.
Love and Light,
T

Candace: Beloveds, just to update a bit, those watching the sun should be noticing something.
Some of us here have friends noticing the sun but with no clue as to why its not so bright. I can
now gaze it for a short time at high noon without any pain or eye protection, its dulled that much
but I still don't want to gaze for a long period. Takes about only 5 seconds for me to discern the
disk (not the craft) now. We have completely clear sky above right now, no chemtrails, no haze,
and its NOT as bright and sunny as it should be, the feel is sort of like the sun being behind thin
clouds. It is as I post this, 1 hour or less from solar noon.

[link to abundanthope.net]
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This is an AH telepath piece. It may be posted anywhere freely but may not be modified in any
way and the Linky back must be included. If you cannot post it in its entirety, be sure to state that,
and again, put the linky back to here. The Linky IS above.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/20/2012 12:01 AM
BROADCAST CH1.3
Posted on October 18, 2012
WE
were going to say
please
but now ask you to remember what
YOU
mean
when
YOU
say
‘please’
and saying that WE strongly suggest….
doesn’t seem to matter to you
so
let US put this
in more colloquial terms………
SIGN THE FUCKING PAPERS!!!!
IT’S NOT LIKE WE’RE TELLING YOU TO SIGN IN BLOOD
THOUGH YOU SEEM TO BE USED TO THAT
AND ACTUALLY LIKE DOING IT
WHEN IT COMES TO
OTHER THINGS
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SO
SIGN
NOW
IF YOU DO NOT SIGN
WE WILL BLOODLESSLY TAKE YOU
AND DEAL WITH YOU THAT MUCH SOONER
AND HARSHER
WE MIGHT ADD
AND FIND SOMEONE WHO WILL SIGN
AND IF NONE OF YOU ASSHOLES ARE WILLING
BE ADVISED
WE REALLY DON’T NEED YOU TO SIGN ANYTHING
TO GET THE JOB DONE
AND WOULD ACTUALLY LIKE
TO SKIP THIS PART
AND GET RIGHT TO IT…..

THIS WAS FOR YOUR SAKE
NOT OURS
IF YOU CANNOT APPRECIATE THAT
THEN GET OUT OF THE WAY
OF YOUR OWN FREEWILL AND ACCORD
OR LOSE BOTH
AND BE REMOVED FROM THE PICTURE AND PLAY
OR THE BOARD
OR THE ROOM
OR THE PLANET
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OR THE UNIVERSE
WE WILL STAY ON OUR SCHEDULE
NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO
OR HOW YOU TRY TO STALL
WITH THIS ENDLESS BALLYHOO
OF WORDS IN CONJECTURE
AND CROCODILE TEARS…..
you do understand
don’t you
that it is no longer up to you anymore
even in perception
the choice is no longer yours to make
only the act to do
which is for your benefit….
in the words of our friend…….
YOU HAVE UNTIL YESTERDAY TO COMPLY.
All writings by members of AbundantHope are copyrighted by
©2005-2012 AbundantHope - All rights reserved
Detailed explanation of AbundantHope's Copyrights are found here
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24916885
Canada
10/20/2012 12:25 AM
The Wait is Over
Rubens: Who am I communicating with?
Aton: This is I, CM Aton beloved
Rubens: I am all ears dear brother
Aton: I am here to make a public announcement and not to say hello as I have in the past few
days
Rubens: All right, I am ready
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Aton: This is CM, Sovereign Creator Son of Nebadon; I have chosen to come to this scribe to
announce officially that the wait is over. Yes, dear ones, as you were told by Siraya and Esu, 3DD
is upon you, that is to say that it can transpire within moments of your time; I am not by any means
telling you the exact time that it will occur but, I want it known that I have PRESSED THE
BUTTON, to use one of your phrases.
Manifestation will take shape in your realm shortly. Watch the sky and you will know unequivocally
that it is so. I know that we have told you that on my instances and that, in a way, is a hindrance
because many of you do not know whether or not this a message addressed to the dark ones or
to you, my children per say; I want this information to be known around the world and there are
many around the globe who will receive this information and pass it on to the populace. THIS IS
SERIOUS folks. Belief is a choice that you will not have in this very instance for it will impact you
no matter where you are.
Prepare yourselves as we have told you many times and remain CALM.
This is CM, Sovereign Creator Son of Nebadon and I have given my seal of approval upon this
message
Rubens: Thank you dear
Aton: Salu
All writings by members of AbundantHope are copyrighted by
©2005-2012 AbundantHope - All rights reserved
Detailed explanation of AbundantHope's Copyrights are found here
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

Lemme guess, something wrong with the button eh?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1574334
Germany
10/20/2012 12:53 AM
Hi folks,
I know its been a while since I last posted anything anywhere, especially any meditation reports.
There is a good reason for that; the need for me to work out some very heavily unresolved
emotional issues from my past As my guide Laoshi put it: "You cant seriously expect to convince anyone to have a bath when
you yourself stink like a Tibetan yak, can you?!"
He has a lovely way with words, my Laoshi does.....Good point he's got there! Anyway, all is a lot
better now, and so Im back.
I had asked Mama Maria a couple of weeks ago, due to one of my many pangs of impatience,
about the 3DD. She had told me this:
"Do not ask IF its going to happen. Ask what YOU will do WHEN it happens. Are YOU ready for
it? If you say you are, then you certainly are NOT. Ask yourself: when you are about to sit for an
exam, can you truly say that you are perfectly ready for it? No. One can only keep on maintaining
the process of readiness as much as possible until the event occurs.
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Realise this. The event is occurring as we speak; and when it does happen, even the most
knowledgeable of the so-called "Lightworkers" will not know how to act IF they have not worked
out their spiritual and other issues from this present lifetime. Many people will have to assess if
they have been just idling time away waiting for events to occur - yes, one MAY look at this as an
indirect form of service to self - or if they have been helping others in some manner to alleviate
suffering and pain; being of service to others in some way or form. You will see when the time
comes, that quite a few of the former will have to face a judgement of their own making - of their
errant thoughts and actions, against themselves, by themselves - and they will also have to
account for having mislead many who should have been rightly guided by them."
At that time, when I asked if I should put this on the site, she told me not to do this. She said that
this was because those who were going to listen were already hooked up to their Higher selves
and were busy preparing themselves by assisting those who came their way in whatever capacity
was needed of them. Others, who were not going to listen, would not bother with the material
anyway, and carry on doing as they have been doing. These would to be awakened by their own
Higher Selves, guides and angelic guardians when the time was right.
I am assured by her today that it is the right time to put that message up. So, I am including it
here.
OK. This morning, I was just finishing my meditation as per CM's latest directive, when Mama
Maria came to speak to me. When we had finished talking - and most of it was either personal
stuff or that to do with my spiritual path - I told her my intention of resuming my postings on the AH
forum website. I asked her if there was anything wanted me to put there. She affirmed that there
was. Please - like I usually say - use your spiritual discernment. Take what resonates, leave what
does not. Anyway, this is what was said to me:
"My dearest children, I have warned many on this planet, for many years, about this time of
darkness. Yet, many have refused to listen. Some have listened, but not heard. Only a very
handful have truly believed. Now, I say to you: Be aware, now. Be vigilant, now. Now is the time to
assume responsibility; to be a anchor for the passengers on a ship in the middle of this awaited
maelstrom. The storm will be felt to be terrible, even though it will rage on in both darkness and
light; for the predicted three days and longer. In this darkness, it will seem as if there is no horizon
on which to fix one's gaze.
In this darkness, too, one will not be able to make out who is friend nor who is foe, who is family
and who is stranger. For many, it will be a testing "night of the Soul"; a time when they are being
forced to evaluate the validity of all that they have held dear for such a long time. It has already
started, my children. This is why all around you many are unable to function as they once used to
and are acting irrationally and totally "out of character". I say to you all: Look inwards. Look
deeply. Be at one with your I AM. Attune to He who you call Christ Michael, the One who is as
your Father. You will be guided at this time by Him, by your spiritual guides and your guardians.
Less words. More action. That is what is needed. That is what is been commanded by the Father
Creator, the Source of All. That is what is being done by your beloved Christ Michael.
So, my dearest children, lift your spirits. Let happiness shine out of your souls in this coming
darkness. Be the beacon of Divine Light that you are. Let your smiles decorate the unveiling of the
"New" Earth with Divine Love and Light! We will all meet again, aboard our vehicle, which you
should know quite well by now - even if you do not consciously remember it. My Love will remain
with you all no matter where you decide to go after this event is through."
Well, as for the meditation report: I received no visuals. Just a sense of unbounded happiness,
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overwhelming love and joy emanating from Mama Gaia. Apart from this, there is currently nothing
more to report.
See you all soon.
Love and Light,
T

Candace: Beloveds, just to update a bit, those watching the sun should be noticing something.
Some of us here have friends noticing the sun but with no clue as to why its not so bright. I can
now gaze it for a short time at high noon without any pain or eye protection, its dulled that much
but I still don't want to gaze for a long period. Takes about only 5 seconds for me to discern the
disk (not the craft) now. We have completely clear sky above right now, no chemtrails, no haze,
and its NOT as bright and sunny as it should be, the feel is sort of like the sun being behind thin
clouds. It is as I post this, 1 hour or less from solar noon.

[link to abundanthope.net]

This is an AH telepath piece. It may be posted anywhere freely but may not be modified in any
way and the Linky back must be included. If you cannot post it in its entirety, be sure to state that,
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10/23/2012 11:30 PM
Message 115: PREPARE FOR DIVINE IGNITION
Seraphin through Rosie, 22nd October 2012
Dearest Children of Light: HOW ARE YOU GOING TO ADJUST TO THE GREATEST LIGHT OF
ALL, WHICH IS THE DIVINE SPARK IN YOURSELVES?
We wonder whether you are ready for the DIVINE IGNITION, for the rapid take-off into new
realms, locations and responsibilities, liasing with strangers and beings you have never seen
before, discussing concepts beyond your wildest dreams and imagination. How ready are you to
LEAVE EVERYTHING BEHIND (SO THAT YOU CAN GAIN ALL), to clear your minds of all
rubble, of past hurts and of misconceptions, of supposed injuries and of lost opportunities, for you
will see that they have all led perfectly to this moment.
How ready are you to expand your perspectives, to see each other AND YOURSELVES as
perfect vessels for the conveyance of the perfect message, which is YOUR GOD IS HERE
WITHIN YOU AND WITHOUT YOU. How prepared are you to act as an inspiration to multitudes?
How quickly can you react to address a problem, or redirect a situation so that it is IN DIVINE
ALIGNMENT?
As warriors of light your shields must be strong. Your swords are your strength and determination,
tempered by the compassion of your heart. Is your WISDOM ready to shine? Are you KING over
your emotions? Do you rest in a place of calm and confident stillness?
We will support you, but you must enter the fray alone, armed with your devotion, your concern,
your love for your fellow man. Do not linger or hesitate due to thoughts of unworthiness or how
you may appear to others, but LIVE YOUR TRUTH. ACT IN A WAY WHICH EVOKES RESPECT.
WALK IN LOVE.
For the path which YOU, inhabitants of beloved planet earth, are about to embark upon AND
INDEED INITIATE, is not easy. You will require courage and determination. You will have to deal
with losses and focus your gaze on the horizon, knowing that your contribution is significant for
the birth of a new genre of life here on earth, and knowing that you have chosen this path FOR
THE GLORY OF THIS PATH.
We say PREPARE IN ALL SERIOUSNESS, for today and every day, so that you can better serve
and better enjoy the sweetness of serving.
Again we say PREPARE,
We love you, Seraphin.
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
[link to abundanthope.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
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10/23/2012 11:31 PM
Oct 22, 2012 - Those "Papers"

Beloved Readers of AH, and those other ones of interest, the most important of those we needed
to sign the "fucking Papers already," did so, and we proceed with the next step. That is all for now.
Michael of Nebadon.
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/23/2012 11:32 PM
Targeted Messages
Oct 23, 2012 - That One----The ONE Signed today. I am in Joy.
Michael of Nebadon.

Targeted Messages
Oct 23, 2012 - Just one more
One More Signature, dark brothers, just one more! - Michael of Nebadon.

[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12195955
United States
10/24/2012 05:54 PM
Targeted Messages
Oct 23, 2012 - That One----The ONE Signed today. I am in Joy.
Michael of Nebadon.

Targeted Messages
Oct 23, 2012 - Just one more
One More Signature, dark brothers, just one more! - Michael of Nebadon.

[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

So, the button has been pressed, the FUCKING PAPERS have been signed, and "gradual
dimming" has been occurring for the past month and a half...
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surely something noticeable will happen SOON, right??

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/24/2012 11:08 PM
Targeted Messages
Oct 23, 2012 - That One----The ONE Signed today. I am in Joy.
Michael of Nebadon.

Targeted Messages
Oct 23, 2012 - Just one more
One More Signature, dark brothers, just one more! - Michael of Nebadon.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

So, the button has been pressed, the FUCKING PAPERS have been signed, and "gradual
dimming" has been occurring for the past month and a half...
surely something noticeable will happen SOON, right??

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12195955

I certainly hope so but I figure everything is as it should be. Wish it would happen now but
meanwhile I'm busy living my life.
Peace
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/24/2012 11:09 PM
(Started 10 October)
SELF-RELIANCE
Tonight there are several things to discuss. The first I would like to address is the question of selfreliance. This is the state of relying upon one’s inner Self and compass for guidance. In the
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coming days, working with self-reliance will be crucial and is most definitely a prerequisite to your
success.
How do you know when you are in a state of self-reliance? The voices, thoughts, opinions and
even objections of others are all filtered through your own inner self first. And before you formulate
your response and your own opinion on a matter or situation. Then you will know exactly what
feels right to you and be able to accurately express this. Once you are able to do this, you will be
in a greatly clarified position. And one which is easily able to detect manipulations – the subtle and
overt varieties – in your world. It is up to each one of you reading these words to work on
achieving this very important state of being. It is a passport, if you like, to raising your
consciousness. For your world has been so shrouded for so long in mire and darkness that the
truth of all things, including yourselves, is that far removed from you.
ENERGETIC STABILITY WITHIN
Now, I would like to move on to the issue of energetic stability within. What do I mean when I say
this? Energetic stability is the manner and means in which you are able to access higher
dimensions, yourselves and be in a position to properly discern the world around you. And yes, it
is much interlinked with the above on self-relliance.
Everything is connected with everything else – this you know. But if we, for the sake of this writing,
look at energetic stability separately, we would see it as a means of achieving through being
anchored in your own personal field. And how do you achieve such?
One of the ways to do this is by becoming increasingly aware of the emanations of others, your
world and mostly, yourselves. By emanations, I mean the emotional and psychic frequency of
others. The idea being that you will then learn to separate yourselves from their emanations. For
many find themselves unknowingly succumbing to that which does not belong to them. Thus
leading to all sorts of jarring in the field. In turn, this becomes a major cause of energetic instability
in you ones. And, it is spread, like some contagion, with great consistency.
Being energetically stable is being properly and truly anchored to your own bodies and the earth.
Many try to achieve this by the external practice of a ritual, expecting this alone will produce the
same results. It will not, as energetic stability cannot be got under control by the discipline of the
mind and will alone, but by a process of engaging all of yourself and your awareness in the task.
19 October (cont…)
SCRUTINY
Next I wish to address the question of scrutiny. Let us look at this topic now. Scrutiny is not
something many on your surface world desire. It is perceived often as being something one
should turn away from. As if the very results it brings may frighten the enquirer into a stupefaction.
Or worse. Force the enquirer into a new state of awareness from which there may be no return.
Therefore, to the average person on your planet, holding anything (subject or issue) up to the light
of scrutiny is not a comfortable concept.
Yet, in order for the soul to progress and development within the form to be made, scrutiny of both
one’s external world and one’s interior one are essential to this kind of development. How are we
then to break through such barriers and make the subject of scrutiny one which is more palatable
to ourselves and the masses?
Indeed. What those who are desirous of progress ought to do is to first get to a comfortable level
with the very things that bring you some level of discomfort. As soon as you feel the discomfort,
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the alarm bells that will ring as a defence mechanism will be an indication your are travelling on
the right road. Getting comfortable and relaxed around scrutinizing subjects or issues, or indeed
oneself, is a process – not any kind of overnight success story. As with the growing of all aspects
of consciousness.
Once you have broken the barrier of making the first tentative steps towards familiarity with
scrutinizing something and exercising your mind muscle, as it were, you will have cracked through
an important aspect of the Self; welcomed in a portion of it. And in so doing, invite more
opportunities in for further scrutiny. You will have succeeded in breaking through the fear that has
locked the ability to scrutinize away from yourselves.
HIGHER SELF NON-COMPLIANCE/ALIGNMENT
Next I would like to address the issue of non-compliance with the Higher Self. Now, here we have
a dichotomy. On the one hand, the state of non-compliance is one which results in being out of
alignment with your Higher Selves wishes for the life. On the other, we have very much the
universal law of free will allowing exactly such on this free will planet, which is respected and
honoured at all times. The dichotomy rests in the fact that while you are here to enjoy a free will
experience, your objective is to also do the will of your Higher Self in order for the progress of
yourselves at the eternal level.
So this is something of a conundrum and the reason why so many wished for the earth
experience in the first place. There is no greater school in the universe. This is known far and
wide.
In order to obtain the maximum out of both in the most constructive manner, it is necessary to
constantly be evaluating where you are and who you are. Neither of which most of your population
are inspired to do. In fact, this couldn’t be further from the minds of most.
So what is the solution to providing this balance for yourselves?
You could start by testing yourselves daily to see if you are on the ‘right’ path. But being on the
‘right’ path first denotes that there is more than one path possibility in your internal and external
lives and that you do have a choice as to which road you go down.
Not unlike choosing which ice cream flavours at a parlour you may wish to taste. Each has its own
unique flavour, but perhaps certain ingredients or flavours in some will agree more or less with
your physiology than others.
The easiest way, then, to discern and find balance in this conundrum is to ask for guidance from
your Higher Self and then to LISTEN and take ACTION when the opportunities subsequently
presents. This is the difficult part for most that eludes many. This could be anything from a simple
(or not so simple) changing of a mental attitude and making a new inner choice to a decision that
is more obvious as a change in the life. The subtlety of the workings of all this in a very base world
like yours is an enormous challenge.
You can muscle test these for answers, work with a pendulum or other secure means if you feel
less assured of your ability to discern within and hear your inner voice clearly on such matters.
I AM Monjoronson wishing you well in your preparations and regarding you all most highly.
www.goldsalchemy.blogspot.com

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
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is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26174900
United States
10/24/2012 11:14 PM

Targeted Messages
Oct 23, 2012 - That One----The ONE Signed today. I am in Joy.
Michael of Nebadon.

Targeted Messages
Oct 23, 2012 - Just one more
One More Signature, dark brothers, just one more! - Michael of Nebadon.
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So, the button has been pressed, the FUCKING PAPERS have been signed, and "gradual
dimming" has been occurring for the past month and a half...
surely something noticeable will happen SOON, right??

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12195955

keep your pants on, prepare within, because whatever is to be, is going to challenge you and
while you wait, perhaps also partake of Walter Russell, and if you are not meditating now is the
time........ Thread: Walter Russell Quotes
"Take thou man's death away from him in this new day of man. Give him eternal Life in Me by
knowing Me in him." Divine Illiad
When saying "take thou his death away from him" our Father-Mother means that man is eternal
and cannot die. He does not mean that bodies do not die, for all creating things grow, decay,
generate and radiate as they sequentially appear, disappear and reappear.
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It might clarify God's meaning in His Word if the above were paraphrased as follows: "Take thou
man's ignorance and fear of death away from him and give him knowledge of eternal life in him.
Make him to know that he lives in Me and never dies, for I am he. In Me there is no death.
What could be more simple? Our bodies are but wave cycles of motion. Our bodies simulate
eternal life by the eternal repetition of life-death cycles, but our bodies are not our Persons, or
Beings, or our divine Selves. Walter Russell
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Solar Guardian
User ID: 26204365
Malaysia
10/24/2012 11:19 PM

Thread: Physical Pole Shift of Earth by March 2013+Ascension completed by October 2013
*Lo & Li*
User ID: 25916332
Mexico
10/24/2012 11:29 PM
PRESSING THE BUTTON, SIGNING THE FUCKING PAPPERS, CRAFT BLOCKING &
DIMMING THE SUN...
Everything was said...was done...
NOW IS THE TIME!
BRING IT ON!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 23597994
United States
10/24/2012 11:40 PM
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Oct 23, 2012 - That One----The ONE Signed today. I am in Joy.
Michael of Nebadon.
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Targeted Messages
Oct 23, 2012 - Just one more
One More Signature, dark brothers, just one more! - Michael of Nebadon.
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So, the button has been pressed, the FUCKING PAPERS have been signed, and "gradual
dimming" has been occurring for the past month and a half...
surely something noticeable will happen SOON, right??

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12195955

keep your pants on, prepare within, because whatever is to be, is going to challenge you and
while you wait, perhaps also partake of Walter Russell, and if you are not meditating now is the
time........ Thread: Walter Russell Quotes
Quoting: God Loves ALL

OMFG not Walter Russell again ...
firmament
Carpe Diem
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Germany
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

So, the button has been pressed, the FUCKING PAPERS have been signed, and "gradual
dimming" has been occurring for the past month and a half...
surely something noticeable will happen SOON, right??

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12195955

keep your pants on, prepare within, because whatever is to be, is going to challenge you and
while you wait, perhaps also partake of Walter Russell, and if you are not meditating now is the
time........ Thread: Walter Russell Quotes
Quoting: God Loves ALL

OMFG not Walter Russell again ...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 23597994

This is for you AC.....
.....Walter Russell: "The keystone of the entire structure of the spiritual and physical universe is
Rhythmic Balanced Interchange between all opposites."
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/26/2012 12:43 AM
UNIFIED GROUP MESSAGE FROM FLEET
This is a message from the whole fleet as one.

The time is arriving that the dark has dreaded and that you and we, together, have not just hoped
for, but have worked long and hard to achieve. During the course of time between what was and
what will be, will be given to you three days of an opportunity to come to the final decision's of
your lives.
To serve the will of The One, alone and as it is manifest in His Michael Sons and the Lords of the
superuniverses, is the worthiest endeavor that any faith child of Creator Source can undertake.
The path to perfection is fraught with delights and terrors that all together, in the end=moment that
you stand on the verge of fulfilling your goal, gains you the ultimate and supreme appreciation of
the mind of the Paradise Father in the preparation that He has so meticulously laid out for each
and every individual free-will, ascending, intelligent faith child of the realm of time and space. We
all have our own unique paths to perfection that is just as different as our personalities are from
each other, yet we learn to come together as one in the cause of supreme family to aid and assist
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each other for the sake of each in love and devotion to the One that created and creates all things
through Himself and shares of His Self with all that all may return to Him in perfection as creatures
of eternal and infinite light, life and love.
The discipline of true liberty is the freedom that we all seek that must be earned in order to fully
comprehend and agree with and in The Fathers Will, is not always easy nor so full of hardship that
it becomes unendurable. The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom, but the love of God is the
active wisdom that evolves from knowledgeable use. That knowledge can only come from
knowing one’s self and knowing God and find them both in each other. It is in the actualization of
the inherent values found in that, which automatically binds and bonds all things together as one
in The One so that we may not only truthfully say, but truthfully live in being each other, with each
other, for the sake of each other.
You have a saying…all for one and one for all, and this is truly our way of life in the Father and
Source of all things as He is The One, as He is One, so say we all: All for One and One for All!
It is in this spirit of shared love and devotion that we prepare to meet and be reunited with all of
you, that we may reconnect and share the God in all of us as one. We ask that you look forward to
meeting us with the same love, peace and joy that we have as we look forward to meeting you.
Much is about to change on your world. Your freedom and abundance and true knowledge are at
hand. Give thanks and praise to Creator Source, The Paradise Trinity, Lord Siraya, and Christ
Michael Aton for all that has been done and is being done and will be done; and for all that has
been given, is being given and will be given, in experience.it is all God. IT IS GOD! There is no
other thing existing and IT is what we are and we are all part of What IT Is.
Behold! A new and greater life of understanding is upon you! Be in Joy and be one in joy!
We are you family in the great adventure of Life in God…..and soon, we shall embrace each
other, face to face, in love and light, as together, we shall now journey forward and upwards to our
promised perfection!
[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
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is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
*Lo & Li*
User ID: 25916332
Mexico
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United States
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10/28/2012 06:49 PM
INVITATION TO THE GRAND FINALE
My Dearly Beloved Children of the Light,
I AM Papa Source.
I will keep this short and sweet My Beloveds.
A while ago I left you the news that My Son Christ Michael of Nebadon could call forth the hour for
all to see. I come to confirm and announce THAT HAS BEEN CALLED FORTH NOW.
As you read through another already, WE DO WELCOME YOU PER NOTICE AND INVITATION
TO THE GRAND FINALE. As My Creator Son, Christ Michael already told this scribe this morning
that all orders had gone out to curfew and curtail those who thought to harm others upon the first
sign of a darkening Sun, now I come to confirm that and further insist : YOUR HOMECOMING IS
BEEN PREPARED, READIED AT FULL AND AWAITING YOU. It might not be palaces yet, but
you sure will know the difference with your present situations when all comes to pass.
Enjoy the sun in its full glory as you will wish you did, when it is not the case for a very short while.
Make sure your Inner Battery is full of Divine Light, so you can shine in the darkness since
although only for a short while, but Light Houses will be in great demand. May all Blessings be
upon you as you deserve and be happy to know, WE ARE GOING DARK SHORTLY, when the
notice has served its purpose in full.
Again, I love you ALL, as does my Son, Your Sovereign and may our Blessings Be Upon You All
as much as you can take by your own merit.
Papa Source, I AM.
Love and Light,
Johan

[link to abundanthope.net]
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